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Introduction

Cities, particularly ‘gateway cities’, are the dominant destinations for many
tourists. The most obvious Australian example is Sydney, with its strong focus on
finance, business services, tourism and the 2000 Olympic Games. Sydney is the
largest city in Australia, the principal international gateway and the country’s
most visited tourist destination. Other capital cities and urban centres such as the
Gold Coast and Cairns also provide a focus for visitor activity.

Yet destination images and the attractions and landscapes that visitors come to
experience are often located outside urban areas. “Many of Australia’s prominent
tourist attractions are found in regional areas and many niche markets such as
ecotourism, rural tourism, indigenous tourism, wine tourism, backpacking and
adventure tourism have their focus in regional Australia” (Office of National
Tourism, 1998: 22). It has even been suggested that the foundation of tourism in
the future rests primarily in these areas (Hutchison, 1997: 52).

Tourism is also an important vehicle for economic and social development in
regional areas. In 1994, the Federal Government estimated that 60% of domestic
tourism expenditure and 20% of international tourism expenditure in Australia
occurs outside the major urban centres, generating economic activity valued at
more than $12 billion (Commonwealth Department of Tourism, 1994: 6). When
tourism is well planned and managed, regional areas can also benefit socially
and environmentally. A summary of the potential economic, social and
environmental benefits follows in Table 1.

Table 1: Potential Benefits of Regional Tourism

Economic Social Environmental

Increased non agricultural
income

Diversification of the region’s
economic base

Improved employment
opportunities

Use of visitor facilities for
community purposes

Greater community cohesion

Opportunities for cultural
exchange

Preservation of the natural
landscape

Increased interest in repairing
environments

Enhancement of the built
environment

Source: Commonwealth Department of Tourism, 1994: 5

The significance of tourism for regional development in Australia is increasingly
being recognised by politicians. “The government is committed to realising the
outstanding potential of the tourism industry in regional Australia. The economic
benefits of encouraging regional tourism development are considerable” (Office
of National Tourism, 1998: 22).
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Benefits from tourism activities in regional areas still flow back to the gateways
through which tourists, especially international tourists, must pass. Continued
attention must be given to major gateways and population centres. Yet,
recognition must also be given to regional Australia if the full potential of
Australian tourism is to be realised. More needs to be done, however, to ensure
the potential contribution of tourism to regional development continues to be
recognised and supported.

Increased recognition of the potential role of tourism in the economic and social
development of regional Australia requires advocacy by the industry. But it also
needs research to inform, develop and sustain the policy debate. Both the private
sector and government agencies need data that are accurate, reliable, timely,
affordable, relevant, consistent across regional boundaries and comparable with
national data. This paper reviews the current availability of data on regional
tourism and identifies issues needing to be addressed to improve the collection
of regional tourism statistics.

The objectives of this paper are to:

1. Highlight the important role played by data in facilitating regional tourism
development;

2. Evaluate the adequacy of current tourism statistical collections in
monitoring regional tourism activity;

3. Identify data required by regional tourism operators and industry
associations;

4. Present case studies of existing tourism monitors and other relevant
statistical collections;

5. Assess the feasibility of a consistent national approach to regional tourism
statistics.

The paper includes information presented at the Regional Tourism Statistics
Workshop held in Sydney in September 1998. It is intended to provide a
foundation for future discussion about ways to improve the collection of
regional tourism statistics in Australia. The paper is concerned principally with
monitors of tourism activity in regional Australia rather than the full range of
tourism research issues. Other regional tourism research issues will form the
basis of future activities and publications of the Centre for Regional Tourism
Research.
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Tourism Statistics and
Regional Tourism

Development

In order to maximise the potential benefits and minimise the possible costs of
regional tourism, developments and trends must be monitored and controlled
through continual reference to statistical indicators, requiring the availability of
comprehensive data (Faulkner, 1987: 2; ABS, 1997a: 1). Ad hoc development by
regional tourism enterprises without reference to relevant data threatens the
realisation of the full potential of this industry segment. Decision makers
responsible for formulating and administering government policies and
programmes, investors and managers of business enterprises need timely,
accurate and relevant data to assist their decision making. “They must be aware
of and understand the implications of what is happening around them if they are
to operate effectively in the interest of achieving balanced, profitable and socially
responsible tourism development” (Faulkner, 1988: 241).

Faulkner states that a comprehensive database is imperative to ensure that;

• new opportunities can be identified, evaluated and (if appropriate)
exploited;

• the full potential of a region can be identified and developed; and

• adjustments in product, infrastructure development and marketing activities
can be made in response to shifts in demand, new constraints, etc (1987: 3).

The public sector is concerned primarily with broad national and regional
objectives and needs data to monitor changes in the tourism industry so as to
guide the government in establishing an environment which is conducive to
balanced and sustained growth compatible with national and community
interests. The private sector, by its very nature, is concerned with profitability
and return on investment. As a result, tourism operators and investors seek data
to;

• assess market demand and adjust infrastructure, product development,
marketing programmes and management practices accordingly;

• identify new investment opportunities and evaluate the economic viability
of alternative concepts and strategies; and

• effectively track performance particularly in relation to competitor activity
(in terms of market share, positioning, etc) (Faulkner, 1987; Hutchison,
1987).
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The National Rural Tourism Strategy identified the need for reliable research data
at the regional level to encourage investment in regional tourism and allow
informed policy formulation, the planning of regional tourism strategies,
product development and targeted marketing (Commonwealth Department of
Tourism, 1994: 34). As tourism continues to be a major growth industry for
regional Australia, there is a corresponding need for greater research and a more
analytical approach to decision making, to the extent that regional tourism
research has become both an industry and government priority (Faulkner, 1988:
258; Jones, 1994b; Hutchison, 1997).

However, it has generally been acknowledged by data collection agencies,
consultants and other users of tourism statistics that the major collections
measuring tourism activity in Australia are limited in their application at regional
levels (Hutchison, 1997; ABS, 1997; Jones, 1996; Trembath, 1996; Faulkner,
Pearce, Shaw and Weiler, 1995; Jones, 1994; BTR, 1992; BTR, 1990). In fact, the
Hutchison report found that while tourism related research and statistics were
scarce or deficient generally, it was in regional Australia that data was
“significantly deficient” (1997: 52). The report states that there is an acute need
for all types of regional data for both supply and demand variables and that a
significant gap is the lack of information on regional expenditure (1997: 62).

As a result, various public and private sector organisations at state, regional and
local levels have designed their own data collection strategies or have adopted
existing methodologies in an attempt to collect regional tourism statistics. These
initiatives have met with varying levels of success. The success of regional
tourism data collection depends on a clear understanding of the needs of end
users and an ability to satisfy those needs. Different types of regional enterprises
and organisations will have differing data needs. A number of case studies
presented at the Regional Tourism Statistics Workshop illustrated the differing
data needs of organisations concerned with regional tourism.

State Agency Perspective

Noel Scott (Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation)

There is a need to develop a management information system (MIS) which will
unite the disparate data collection systems currently in place in tourism in
Australia. In order to design this system it is necessary to clearly specify the
different needs and uses for such data.

By analogy we may compare such a collection system for a region of Queensland
with the MIS for a company. Such a data collection system would cover a variety
of different uses for information. One important need is for strategic information
such as market size, market share and profiles of customer segments and
expenditure. A related need is for forecasts over a three year period. This ‘big
picture’ information should not be confused with information collected for a
different tactical need.
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There is a common belief, possibly because of resource constraints, that all data
should come from the major surveys. However, the nature of the IVS and NVS
being intercept or origin based surveys means that they cannot provide ‘small
region’ data at any reasonable level of reliability. Instead, a separate data
collection system is required and trials of such a system are progressing (see
Case Study – Queensland Regional Tourism Activity Monitor).

A number of other uses of a data collection system will contribute to the effective
management of tourism in a region.

Forecasts

In order to be useful it is necessary for these to be based on some explanatory
model not a black box approach with linkages to important segments. In this
area, modelling using the household expenditure survey appears to have some
potential.

Marketing (promotion) data

Destination marketing requires information about the visitor decision making
process and the effect of destination image upon it. In order to evaluate
marketing programmes it is important to have available statistics which enable
market segments to be monitored in terms of marketing performance. The data
available from other sources often cannot provide useful measures of marketing
performance since they are not direct measures of marketing activity. Instead
‘intermediate’ data is required such as destination awareness and destination
image attributes.

Small region activity and profile data

A small region monthly monitor of activity is a useful new initiative where there
is a clear gap in collection of data. It is important in this area to distinguish
between activity data and customer profile data (this profile data is remarkably
stable year on year). There is a need to provide information which gives a timely
indicator of growth in tourism in a region. It appears likely in measuring activity
levels that tourism operators are the best and most cost effective source of data.
The QTTC is trialing a Regional Tourism Activity Monitor as well as a new system
for cost effectively measuring visitor profiles in a small region.

Environment and community

Another area where there is a clear data gap is in the area of environment and
community. There is a need for a periodic audit of the status of the environment
and community as important tourism ‘resources’.

In summary there is a need for a management information system which
recognises the distinct and different data requirements for a region and also the
ability of the data collections to deliver them. The needs of tourism within a
destination cannot be met by one collection.
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Large Operator Perspective

Julian Bugledich and Julie Garrow (SPHC)

The Southern Pacific Hotel Corporation (SPHC) Group is a major player in the
hotel industry in the Pacific/Asia region. It currently operates 69 hotels in 13
countries. The Group has invested in the development of new hotels across
Australia and New Zealand and has researched the potential demand for
additional accommodation in regional areas.

When identifying potential areas for development, it is imperative to understand
the region, the local accommodation market and the likelihood of future
demand. This process involves extensive research into the potential regions for
internal planning purposes as well as for the external institutions that are
required to be involved in the projects.

The types of information required for SPHC feasibility studies relates to:

• Existing infrastructure;

• Current activity;

• Demand generators;

• Future plans for development;

• Benefits to the region.

It is important to cover both macro and micro level data. This allows an
overview of the industry, as well as specific knowledge of the region required to
predict the potential success of the project.

The sources of information include:

• Government;

• Regional organisations;

• Specialist service providers.

The most common gaps in regional data are:

• Limited micro level data;

• Timeliness of existing data;

• Lack of strategy for the region.

When there are gaps in the information available, assumptions are incorporated
into the study. It becomes necessary to apply generic data to the particular
model, which increases the risk of the development.

It is recommended the regions take a coordinated approach to understanding
and monitoring their areas to provide the necessary information required in
developing potentially successful industries. The benefits of employment and
business activity in the region are generally inevitable with new developments.
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Without the availability of key data within the potential regions, it becomes very
difficult to make informed decisions about potential developments. It is common
for regions to be overlooked due to the lack of information.

Small Operator Perspective

Liz Jack (Complete Marketing Solutions)

The South West region of Western Australia is geographically one of the smallest
of the State’s nine regions outside the capital Perth, but with more than 112000
people it is the most diverse and populous regional area.

Tourism is now worth more than $193 million a year to the region with most
visitors drawn from Perth to the natural beauty of the forests and spectacular
coastline. About 1.4 million visitors are attracted to the South West each year,
generating a total of 4.6 million visitor nights. As a result, the region has attracted
developers and investors, many of whom are owner/operators with lifestyle being
a key motivation behind entering the industry.

Experience in dealing with smaller tourism establishments indicates that only
limited research is undertaken prior to entering the industry, since the available
data is in most cases not relevant on the micro level. This scenario has major
implications for the growth of the tourism industry and the viability of small
owner/operator businesses.

Data Currently Used

The data currently used by potential and existing tourism operators consists
primarily of:

• Primary research taken within their own establishment;

• Discussions with colleagues, WA Tourism Commission, Tourist Bureau and
friends regarding trends and perceptions;

• WA Tourism Commission – e.g. the WA Travel Survey although this
programme has finished and the data used is at least two years old;

• Australian Bureau of Statistics – however this data does not record the many
smaller establishments which make up the majority of tourism businesses in
the South West;

• Domestic Tourism Monitor – whilst useful to source, this information is of
a macro level and does not relate to localities, so the information is of
limited use and may possible misguide.

The printed statistical data is obtained direct from the WA Tourism Commission
or through the Business Enterprise Centre network, who access WA Tourism
Commission publications. Whilst readily available, it is not until they have been
in operation for several years that they can appreciate the type of information
that could have assisted their entry into the industry.
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Key information required from a small operator perspective includes:

• Micro level statistics relating to occupancy levels, visitor numbers and
visitor nights. The tourist bureau network provides this but would only
record a small proportion of the total visitor arrivals to a destination.

• What visitors are looking for from their sort of development. This
experiential data is difficult to access but imperative for future development
and marketing initiatives.

• Number of proposed or planned tourism developments within a region.
This type of information allows prospective developers to determine their
competitive edge and potential market share.

• Trends in consumer buying patterns – i.e. are people moving from motel
style accommodation to self-contained or farmstay?

Tourism Culture

Given the increasing competition amongst tourism operators, this information is
not being given readily, since operators fear a loss in their market share and
reduction in visitor numbers. Similarly, the reduction in public sector attention
to micro level statistics is reducing the information base from which existing and
potential developers and public sector managers can make strategic business
decisions.

The Future

To ensure an Australian tourism industry that focuses on quality products that
are viable and sustainable for the many operators and the environments in which
they are based, the industry must have access to micro level statistics that clearly
indicate the health and future of tourism to individual localities and their
surroundings.

What the potential small tourism operator requires is a clear picture of the
possible developments and opportunities that exist within their locality. The
tourism statistics currently available simply do not have enough detail to provide
an accurate image and base on which to develop future directions. The
challenge, therefore, is to develop a statistical collection process that embraces a
collaborative approach on a micro level and at the same time, recognises the
‘culture’ and inherent competitiveness of the regional tourism industry.
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National Tourism Data
Collections

Australia is fortunate to have an outstanding system for the collection of national
tourism data. Recent changes to some of the collections have affected coverage
of regional tourism activity. Any specific new initiatives to collect regional
tourism data must be designed to complement rather than duplicate the current
national collections.

The following sections provide an overview of the major national tourism data
collections, drawing attention to recent changes in those collections. The
information presented is based on published sources and presentations given at
the Regional Tourism Statistics Workshop, particularly;

• the International Visitor Survey and the National Visitor Survey presented by
Graham Bonnett, Bureau of Tourism Research (BTR); and

• the Survey of Tourist Accommodation presented by Sheridan Roberts and
David Martyn from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).

Dianne Bourke from the ABS also assisted with information on the Australian
Tourism Satellite Account. Other sources of information used regarding these
collections are indicated in the text.

International Visitor Survey

The International Visitor Survey (IVS) is a survey of international visitors which is
conducted in departure lounges in Australia’s international airports. It is the
major source of detailed data relating to inbound tourism in Australia as a whole
and for most states.

The IVS has been conducted annually, first by the Australian Tourism
Commission (ATC) since 1979/80 (although it was not conducted in 1982 or
1987) and since 1988 by the BTR. It collects valuable information on the patterns
and nature of travel by international visitors to Australia. It provides a profile of
international visitor characteristics, travel behaviour and expenditure.

Results from the survey are used by government marketing authorities, by policy
makers and by tourism businesses, particularly those specialising in the inbound
market. Data derived from the survey are also important for forecasting and
estimating Australia’s Balance of Payments.
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The IVS is conducted by interviewing a sample of international visitors in airport
departure lounges immediately prior to their departure from Australia.
Computer assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) techniques are used – which
means the questionnaire is programmed into a lap top computer carried by the
interviewer. Quotas specified in terms of groups of flights, country of residence
and sex are set for each airport each month. The sample is designed so that
sample sizes achieved are sufficiently large to enable separate reliable data to be
produced for a predetermined set of countries or combinations of countries of
residence. The sample size of the IVS has increased over time but even the
current sample of 20000 is not sufficient to provide reliable data for effective
monitoring of changes in the level of tourism activity for the smaller states or
territories and the lesser visited regions.

Following a review of tourism statistics in 1996, decisions were taken to improve
the range and quality of IVS output particularly in relation to regional data, by
making changes to the 1997 IVS. The changes were;

• an increase in the sample size from 12000 to 20000,

• questions added on expenditure and activities in randomly selected
locations visited and the reasons for visiting each location.

The IVS was originally designed to provide reliable data at the national level,
primarily for use in marketing Australia as a tourist destination. Increasingly,
however, the survey is being used as a source of data for regional visitation
(Jones, 1996). Yet reliability of the data at the state level in some cases and at the
territory or lower level in most cases is still an issue, as accuracy remains poor
for less visited areas (Jones, 1994a, 1996; Hutchison, 1997).

Jones suggests that is because the IVS is not a suitable vehicle for reliable regional
estimates. “One of the reasons that the IVS should not be used to establish
regional estimates for lesser visited areas is that it is not a destination based
survey. Respondents are not interviewed on location, which means that it is
impossible to design a cost effective sample that would guarantee reliable
estimates for all regions” (1996: 14).

Domestic Tourism Monitor

The Domestic Tourism Monitor (DTM) was a survey (part of a larger commercial
omnibus survey) of the incidence and nature of domestic travel by Australian
residents. It was carried out from 1978/79 until 1997/98 and was a household
based survey involving 60–70000 households. ASCOT (Australian Standing
Committee on Tourism) was responsible for the management and development
of the DTM until 1987 when it was transferred to the BTR.

The DTM was initiated by the state and territory tourism commissions as a means
of tracking the major characteristics of what was the largest part of the total
tourism market – Australians travelling within Australia. It was the only source of
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national data on domestic tourism and yielded information on market share for
the individual states and territories as well as being the major source of detailed
information on domestic tourism for some states.

Its purpose was to provide estimates of the volume of domestic travel within each
state and territory, to provide information about the characteristics and
behaviour of domestic travellers and to monitor changes in these over time.

As with the IVS, information from the DTM was increasingly in demand for
regional market studies. However, the DTM was of much less use for these
purposes than the IVS due to the survey design and the much more restricted
data set collected. Also, as with the IVS, the DTM was an origin based survey
which would always have limitations in gathering data on tourism activity in the
lesser visited regions (Jones, 1996).

National Visitor Survey

The National Visitor Survey (NVS) was implemented in January 1998 to replace
the DTM. It collects information on travel (overnight trips, day trips and
international trips) taken by Australian residents and provides reliable
information on the level of domestic tourism activity at the national and
state/territory level and within a majority of tourism regions.

The NVS is conducted by interviewing a representative sample of 80000 Australian
residents each year. Potential respondents are contacted at home using computer
assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) techniques. The NVS design is intended to
provide reliable data on visits for all but the 20 least visited regions,
approximately 64 of the 84 identified tourism regions (see Appendix 3).

Unlike the DTM, the NVS is a stand alone survey rather than a series of questions
on a pre-existing omnibus survey. This stand alone approach enabled the
inclusion of a number of new features which will improve the quality and range
of data available on travel by Australians both for geographic regions and on
other dimensions such as purpose of visit.

These features include:

• Increased sample size (NVS 80000 compared to DTM’s 65000);

• Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI)

– interviews conducted every day rather than weekends only in the DTM,

– greater scope for call backs;

• More efficient sample design

– more random (NVS has a greater geographic spread);

• Greater range of data items

– overnight, day and outbound trips,
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– activities undertaken,

– itemised expenditure,

– Olympics intentions,

– impact of disabilities on travel.

From the perspective of improving regional data all of the above features are
important.

Tourism Expenditure Surveys

Collection of expenditure data was not a regular feature of the DTM even though
domestic tourism accounts for the majority of total tourism expenditure in
Australia, unlike the IVS where detailed expenditure questions are included. In
1992, the BTR conducted a Domestic Tourism Expenditure Survey (DTES)
updating previous expenditure data for domestic tourism relating to 1981/82
(Jones, 1994).

The new processes being developed in conjunction with the NVS and IVS will
enable total expenditure reported by visitors to be allocated to tourism regions
in such a way that they can be aggregated to the state and national levels on a
consistent basis. The estimates will be produced annually, beginning with
calendar year 1997 for international visitor expenditure and calendar year 1998
for domestic tourism expenditure.

Survey of Tourist Accommodation

The Survey of Tourist Accommodation (STA) is a national census of the main
forms of commercial short stay accommodation – hotels, motels, guest houses
and serviced apartments with 15 or more rooms/units. It is conducted quarterly
and currently includes approximately 3600 accommodation establishments. The
population for the STA derives mainly from the accommodation guides
published by the state motoring organisations. Because the STA is a census,
regional data are considered to be highly reliable.

Data provided to the ABS by operators include information on capacity (number
of rooms, etc), demand (occupancy, visitor arrivals), takings and employment.
The findings from the survey are widely used for many purposes including
market analysis by operators and consultants, monitoring against targets by
regional tourism boards, local planning and development purposes, market
failure research, promotion for targeted tourism investment by governments,
research and analysis by industry associations and others.

The survey has been highly regarded by industry operators as an effective
barometer of the accommodation sector’s performance and a useful guide to the
performance of the tourism industry as a whole (Hutchison, 1997). It is also
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frequently cited in the media as an indicator of the broader state of tourism
activity.

Data are collected under the Census and Statistics Act and completion of the
survey form is compulsory. The main benefit from government collection of
these data is a high level of response to the survey and thus high levels of data
reliability. The private sector acting alone would be unable to recoup the
substantial costs of conducting the survey (Jones 1994b).

Until January 1998, when the survey underwent substantial modifications, it
provided time series information to a fine level of geographical detail on the
supply and usage of a broader range of accommodation. For many areas outside
the major tourism regions, it was the only source of reliable regional and local
government area tourism data. It also provided valuable data for the government
in considering regional development policies (Office of National Tourism, 1998:
32).

The STA prior to 1998 was a quarterly census of nearly 10000 in scope
commercial short term accommodation establishments. The survey commenced
in September quarter 1975, covering hotels, motels and guest houses (with
ensuites in most rooms). It was expanded in September 1986 to include caravan
parks, in September 1987 to add holiday flats and units and in September 1991 to
include visitor hostels.

The collection included the following types of establishments which provided
predominantly short term accommodation (ie. for periods of less than two
months) to the general public:

• Hotels (licensed to operate a public bar), motels and guest houses which
had facilities (ie. bath/shower and toilet) in most rooms and had breakfast
available for guests. From December quarter 1993, establishments with
fewer than 5 rooms were formally excluded from the scope of the
collection;

• Caravan Parks offering either short term or long term accommodation to
the general public and which provided powered sites for caravans and
toilet, shower and laundry facilities for guests;

• Holiday units, flats and houses which were available to the general public
for short term accommodation and which were operated by owners,
managers or real estate agents who had sole letting rights to at least five
units, flats or houses for short term letting. They were mainly self contained
in terms of cooking, bath/shower and toilet facilities and did not serve
breakfast to guests; and

• Visitor hostels (ie. establishments selling accommodation by the bed rather
than by the room). Charity type institutions were excluded.

There were several aspects of the STA that could have been expanded further,
including;
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• increasing the scope of the survey to include the smallest establishments
and new categories of information and

• obtaining more information about the individuals using the
accommodation rather than simply aggregated data (Jones, 1996).

However, government directives have resulted in a reduction rather than
expansion of the scope of the STA. Changes due to cuts in the Federal Budget
effective from the March quarter 1998 meant that the STA population had to be
reduced to approximately 4000. The ABS claim that another important
consideration in reducing the STA was respondent burden and that the ABS was
moving away from the collection of small area industry based statistics that could
be interpreted as providing market intelligence type data (Rogers, pers com).

Hutchison stated that the cuts to the STA, when first proposed, failed to recognise
that most tourism competition and analysis is regional rather than national,
highlighting the importance of small area data and the inappropriateness of a
sample survey (1997: 55). Following consultation with government and industry,
where the majority of users placed a higher priority on the regional data aspect
of the STA than on inclusion of a variety of accommodation types, the ABS
determined a collection strategy for the STA as follows.

The STA continues to be a quarterly survey of hotels, motels, guest houses and
serviced apartments. However, data are now collected only in respect of those
properties with 15 or more rooms or units. Unlike the previous scope, it no
longer includes smaller units (less than 15 rooms) or caravan parks, holiday flats,
units and houses or visitor hostels. The ABS has offered to collect STA data from
extra establishments in regions that are adversely affected, on a user funded
basis.

The new STA collection strategy has four components;

• the continuation of the new scope as the basis of a quarterly survey,

• a triennial limited scope collection of significant caravan parks, visitor
hostels and holiday flats, units and houses (the first will be in respect of the
year 2000),

• annual accommodation counts of establishments and capacity using the
previous STA scope and

• limited user funded regional extension work.

Other changes implemented by the ABS from the March quarter 1998 include a
change of scope to recognise serviced apartments as a distinct accommodation
type, changes in collection of employment data to include casual employees and
the development of a tourism region classification consistent with the geographic
classification used by the BTR and the state tourism organisations (see
Appendix 3).
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Data items collected continue to include supply (number of establishments and
their room, unit and bed spaces available), demand (number of rooms and units
occupied, guest nights and guest arrivals), takings from accommodation and
employment. The derived data items are room and bed occupancy rates, average
takings per room per night occupied, average takings per available room night,
average length of stay, average nightly number of rooms occupied and average
nightly number of guests per occupied room. There is also a range of adjusted
data available from the collection (seasonally adjusted, trend and constant price
information).

The STA provides detailed data for in scope establishments, but only for a
restricted data set of variables of interest. No information is collected on any
characteristics of the guests staying in the accommodation so, for example, the
proportion of international versus domestic guests is unknown, except for the
year 1994/95 for which the ABS collected data on origin of guests staying in
commercial accommodation. The employment data collected are not restricted
to the accommodation part of the establishments. Also, as coverage is restricted
to commercial establishments no information is collected relating to tourists
staying with friends or relatives, in their own holiday accommodation or
caravanning and camping outside commercial caravan parks (Jones, 1994a).

Strengths of the STA are that it provides;

• supply and demand data,

• regional and small area data,

• high data quality (census of in scope units, methodologically sound,
established procedures, respondent familiarity, response rates exceed 95%),

• geographic comparability and

• adjusted data (seasonally adjusted, trend and constant price information).

Weaknesses of the STA now include;

• a break in the series resulting from the changes implemented in 1998,

• limited capacity to back cast across the break in series,

• reduced scope compared with previous years,

• confidentiality constraints,

• timeliness,

• responsiveness to requests for ad hoc data may be impacted by primary
commitment to producing standard outputs from the survey and

• restrictions on unit record data.

Overseas Arrivals and Departures

The Overseas Arrivals and Departures (OAD) data are an important source of
information on all overseas visitor arrivals and departures which are used widely
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throughout the industry. They are collected from incoming and outgoing
passenger cards. The extensive data collected from the cards are used by tourism
operators such as airlines, tourist attractions, accommodation providers and
tourism retailers for planning, investment decision making and market research.
Governments also use the information to develop, monitor and analyse tourism
marketing strategies, evaluate government programmes and for planning and
policy development purposes in areas such as aviation policy and infrastructure
and labour market development (Hutchison, 1997).

The legal basis for data collection is the Migration Act, reflecting the fact that the
main reason for collection of these data is for border control and migration
purposes. Population estimates, transport planning and tourism are secondary
reasons for collection (Jones, 1994b). The OAD is generally regarded as a highly
reliable source of data on inbound and outbound movements although only a
very restricted data set is available due to the small amount of space available on
the passenger cards. OAD data are used as the basis for weighting the IVS as well
as being a major indicator of tourism activity (Jones, 1996). The cards provide no
information on activities of the travellers within Australia including the states or
regions visited and as a result have little value at the regional level.

Travel and Immigration Processing System

The Travel and Immigration Processing System (TRIPS) is a new model created by
the ABS which allows the estimation of international arrivals based on travel and
immigration data which is comparable to OAD data. This new data series
provides the tourism industry with preliminary data on monthly inbound visitor
arrivals approximately three weeks after the end of the month in question, less
than half the time taken under the previous system. It has no additional value at
a regional level than the OAD data.

Tourism Satellite Accounts

Tourism is not recognised as an industry in Australia’s national accounting
framework. However, a Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) can be linked to the
national accounts and provide the same data on tourism as that provided for the
broad industry groupings. A TSA would provide more accurate data on the
economic significance of tourism, including its contribution to GDP,
employment and export earnings, the level of capital investment in tourism, the
industry’s contribution to tax revenue and a measure of the profitability of
tourism organisations compared with other industries. TSA’s can also
demonstrate the linkages that exist between tourism and other industries and be
a valuable tool for tourism researchers, policy developers and industry planners
(Hutchison, 1997).

Hutchison claimed in his report that a TSA would aid analysis of the impact of
major events or policy changes on the tourism industry and the economy (1997:
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58). The ABS state that this is only true if conducted at a sufficiently detailed level
and on an ongoing basis.

The ABS is currently involved in collecting and compiling data to produce an
Australian TSA for the reference year 1997/98. Due to resource and data
availability constraints, the ABS will not be compiling state or regional tourism
satellite accounts. Other organisations that wish to compile state TSA’s would be
able to draw on the methods used to compile the national TSA.

Market Research Surveys

Most state and territory tourist commissions conduct their own surveys which are
intended to provide more detailed information about particular markets used to
target and monitor marketing campaigns. Much of the data collected is not made
publicly available. The collections do represent important potential sources of
information at small area levels, however, which is a major weakness in the
national collections. A difficulty with some of these surveys is that the data are
not comparable between states, due to the differences in the collection methods
and the scope of the collections (Jones, 1994a).

There are also a large number of market related surveys carried out that could
have value to the tourism industry. Many large attractions, National Parks and
other organisations conduct some kind of visitor survey or simple visitor count
that again provides data at a small area level. Often these surveys are carried out
for commercial purposes and are rarely made available to potential competitors
(Jones 1994b).

Non Tourism Specific Surveys

There are numerous other statistical collections of value to the tourism industry
but which are not designed primarily with tourism users in mind. These
collections include the ABS Service Industries Survey, building statistics
collections and local government development/building application approvals,
labour force surveys, the Population Census, the aviation statistics collection and
federal and state Department of Transport traffic data. The data in these surveys
are publicly available, although they may not be well known to tourism users or
be published in a form that enables the tourism related components to be
readily extracted (Jones, 1994b).
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Regional Tourism Data
Collection Approaches and

Case Studies

While the national collections are seen as useful benchmarks, most do not
provide the level of detail or reliability needed by regional tourism operators
and organisations. Yet this is the level at which most industry operators have the
greatest need for data as their day to day decisions are based on local factors
rather than national or state trends (Jones, 1994a).

The BTR has concluded that the only feasible approach to meeting the demand
for reliable regional data is to conduct destination based samples of travellers, as
opposed to the origin approach taken in the IVS and NVS (Jones, 1994a). The
BTR, several states and territories and some regions have designed and/or
implemented regional tourism monitors that take a destination based approach
or comprise a system of linked origin and destination based surveys.

The following section outlines a number of different approaches to the collection
of regional tourism statistics that have been developed and provides case studies
where possible of the application of these approaches. A number of these case
studies were presented at the Regional Tourism Statistics Workshop. Others have
been provided by research bodies. The presenter or author is acknowledged at
the outset and other sources used are indicated.

These case studies are intended to indicate the range of approaches currently
employed to collect regional tourism statistics. It is not a comprehensive review
of regional tourism collections nor is it intended to endorse any of the methods
employed or promote their application in other regions.

Case Study—Tasmanian Visitor Survey and Intrastate
Travel Survey

Amanda Walsh (Tourism Tasmania)

Tourism Tasmania obtains regional statistics from two sources, the Tasmanian
Visitor Survey (TVS) and the Tasmanian Intrastate Travel Survey (ITS). Both of
these surveys are conducted in house with technical consultancy provided by the
ABS.
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Tasmanian Visitor Survey

When the TVS began in 1978 it was one of the first comprehensive surveys
conducted on a sub-national level. The objectives of the survey were to estimate
the number of visitors to Tasmania and obtain general information about visitor
spending, travel behaviour and impressions of the state. Due to demand for this
type of information the survey grew to become an annual survey from 1989. As a
result, the scope of the survey was expanded to include the identification of
visitors by psychographic market segment, to provide data essential for
estimating the contribution of tourism to state economy and to provide
information at a regional level. Such information is necessary for the effective
marketing of Tasmania as a tourist destination and for the informed development
of tourist facilities and services around the State.

The TVS is a random survey involving face to face interviews and a self
completion questionnaire of approximately 15000 (1·5%) departing passengers
per annum. Approximately half of all passengers interviewed qualify as visitors.
Regional data are obtained by asking visitors how many nights they spent in
different towns in Tasmania. These data are aggregated to represent seven
identified regions within the state. The regions are based on a combination of
ABS statistical regions (Appendix 3 contains a list of ABS statistical local areas and
BTR regions).

Tasmanian Intrastate Travel Survey

The survey was first conducted in 1990 with the purpose of investigating the scale
and nature of travel by Tasmanians in their home state. The survey was initially
conducted annually until 1993, when it became a biannual survey. Like the TVS,
demand for this data increased over time. The final ITS was conducted during
1997.

The survey was a random household telephone sample survey. Interviews were
conducted in the evening of the first week of each month asking respondents to
recall their travel for the previous month. Approximately 2500 valid interviews
were completed throughout the year. Respondents were asked how many nights
they spent in various towns and this data was aggregated to represent the regions
identified in the TVS.

Users of the Data

Both data sets are used extensively. There are four main users of the data:

• Industry (quarterly updates on performance, market intelligence reports);

• Minister (briefing notes, presentations & reports);

• Tourism Tasmania (performance against targets, marketing & product
development);

• General Public (student enquiries, data for new business development).
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Case Study—Northern Territory Travel Monitor

Adam Meltz (ACNielsen)

The Northern Territory Travel Monitor (NTTM) conducted by ACNielsen
Research on behalf of the Northern Territory Tourism Commission (NTTC) is
considered the largest and most complex regional tourism survey currently
operating in Australia. The NTTM has run continuously since 1984, although in
1994 it underwent significant methodological change. It includes three distinct
surveys which run on a continuous basis;

• a survey of guests in commercial accommodation establishments,

• a survey of householders and their visitors and

• a collection of occupancy details from establishment management.

Data obtained includes visitor numbers, length of stay and expenditure details.
The NTTM also addresses a variety of issues of specific interest to the NTTC and
the tourism industry such as park and site visitation, modes of arrival and
departure, expectation and satisfaction levels. The three surveys are described in
greater detail below.

Telephone Occupancy Survey (TOS)

The TOS is a monthly telephone survey conducted from ACNielsen’s Darwin
office, where establishment management are asked to provide details of the
previous month’s occupancy in terms of available stock and short and long term
room and guest nights. Typically around 200 establishments are contacted each
month, representing the entire population of commercial accommodation
providers with five or more rooms, sites or beds. Market intelligence is obtained
regularly from a variety of sources to ensure the TOS frame is a complete and up
to date listing of all commercial accommodation providers in the Northern
Territory.

The TOS frame is stratified on two key variables:

• establishment type (hotels/motels, caravan parks/camping grounds,
units/flats and hostels/backpackers/guest houses),

• NT sub-region.

The TOS provides a continuous summary of commercial accommodation
occupancy and when visitor nights are aggregated across the relevant months of
a particular quarter, the TOS serves the dual purpose of providing weighting
benchmarks for the Commercial Accommodation Survey.

Commercial Accommodation Survey (CAS)

For the CAS, a sample of establishments is drawn from the TOS frame each
quarter and a survey day (or days in the case of establishments in the smaller NT
sub-regions or less common accommodation types) assigned to the
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establishment. Survey days are randomly selected to remove possible biases
resulting from different characteristics of guests on different days of the week,
month or season. Thus interviews are conducted on most days of the quarter at a
sample of establishments. A target of 1000 responses is set for each quarter,
providing a total annual sample size of 4000. Sample data is weighted to known
population visitor nights collected in the TOS and is stratified at the sub-regional
level.

Establishments are classified into the four accommodation types already detailed
in the section on the TOS and are sampled in accordance with rules which
ensure a sufficient number of establishments for each accommodation type in
each of the Northern Territory tourism sub-regions.

Large establishments and some smaller ones in the major centres of Darwin,
Katherine, Alice Springs and Yulara are classified as face to face establishments.
Interviewers assigned to face to face establishments will randomly select a fixed
number of 17 rooms, sites or beds in large establishments or 14 in smaller
establishments, which were available on the date of interview and attempt to
interview the guest(s) occupying that room, site or bed. If the travel party in a
sampled room, site or bed is not available at the time of the visit a self
completion questionnaire and reply paid envelope will be left along with
instructions on how to complete and return the questionnaire.

Remote area and small establishments are classified as mail out establishments.
In these establishments, management assist by distributing questionnaires for self
completion using the same random selection procedure as interviewers use in
the face to face establishments. Contact is made with the establishment prior to
survey day to ensure a survey pack has been received and to advise
establishment staff on the help required of them.

A variety of information is collected in the CAS including details about visitors’
usual place of residence, age and sex, purpose of visit, specific places visited and
accommodation types used, transport modes used, expenditure, places or
attractions visited and satisfaction.

German or Japanese translated questionnaires are available if respondents are
identified as having insufficient English language skills to complete a
questionnaire without assistance. The translated questionnaires are available at
both mail out and face to face establishments.

Household Survey

The Household Survey is a telephone survey of 750 households per quarter
throughout the Northern Territory, providing an annual sample of 3000
households. The sample is drawn from a postcode sorted electronic listing of
households which attempts to control the sample at the geographic level,
ensuring the sample is distributed across all of the Northern Territory. Data from
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responding households are weighted to known estimates of household numbers
at the postcode level.

Surveys are distributed evenly throughout the quarter, with a target of 60
interviews per week (10 interviews per day) to be conducted from ACNielsen’s
Darwin office. Householders are asked to provide details of their own travel in
the past eight weeks and also to inform the interviewer of any visits by interstate
or international guests. Intrastate guests are excluded as a household selection is
representative of other Northern Territory households and so the inclusion of
intrastate guests would give rise to double counting. Further, household trips
which involved any stay in commercial accommodation are also excluded –
again to avoid double counting as the sample of establishments and respondents
drawn in the CAS are representative of stays in commercial accommodation.

If interstate or international visitors are identified, the household contact is asked
to provide details for dispatch of a self completion questionnaire. The
householder is then asked to forward the questionnaire to their guest for return
to ACNielsen for processing.

Data collected in the Household Survey is similar to that collected in the CAS
including usual place of residence, age and sex, purpose of visit, transport
modes used, expenditure and places visited.

When data from the Household Survey and Commercial Accommodation Survey
are combined, estimates for all Northern Territory travel and tourism can be
derived.

Supplementary Surveys

From time to time ACNielsen has been asked to conduct supplementary surveys
for the NTTC. These have included surveys for the Territory Wildlife Park, a
survey of backpackers and more recently a mystery shopper telephone survey in
three waves for the NTTC Holiday Centre (March–June 1998).

Regional Tourism Monitor Survey Kit

Bureau of Tourism Research

The Regional Tourism Monitor (RTM) concept was designed by the BTR in 1991
to provide both origin and destination based information on tourism activity.
The BTR premise was that origin based surveys such as the IVS and DTM or NVS,
while the most suitable methodology for measuring activity at the national and
state levels, were limited when applied to the monitoring of changes at a regional
level (BTR, 1992). As a result, the BTR developed a methodology for the conduct
of Regional Tourism Monitors which would help meet demands for improved
regional tourism data and overcome the deficiencies of the national collections
for regional usage.
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The purpose of the RTM was to provide a vehicle for obtaining monthly,
quarterly and annual statistics on tourists and the trips they make (including day
trips), for regions and sub-regions within a state. According to the BTR, the
nature of tourism and tourist behaviour eliminated the possibility of using a
single survey to obtain sufficiently comprehensive statistics of the kind required.
Therefore, the RTM comprised a system of three linked surveys;

• tourists staying in commercial accommodation (destination based),

• tourists staying in private accommodation (destination based),

• a householder panel (origin based).

RTM Survey objectives were:

• To provide a methodology for accurately monitoring levels and
characteristics of tourist activity at a regional level.

• To ensure that data produced at this level is comparable with national level
data produced (that is, the RTM supplements rather than replaces this
information).

• To foster the adoption of standardised definitions and a consistent
methodology across states and territories therefore enabling comparisons
between regions within different states and contributing to the development
of a national data base (BTR, 1992).

A national RTM ‘system’ where the RTM was introduced in all or most states and
territories at the same time was seen as desirable, having the potential to solve
many problems associated with regional tourism data availability and reliability.
Consistent with the weighting frameworks of other national surveys, the RTM
methodology allowed for comparable data from the surveys enabling state and
regional trends to be compared with national trends. Regarding reliability,
samples in individual regions could be adjusted to ensure satisfactory levels of
data quality.

Largely due to the statistical complexity in survey design and processing the
system of linked surveys, it was recognised that an RTM would involve
considerable cost. Consideration was given to how that cost might be shared
among the levels of government or with the private sector (Jones, 1996). A further
consideration was whether existing surveys such as the Tasmanian, Northern
Territory and ACT tourism monitors could be incorporated into the system while
achieving the required comparability between states and territories that is
essential to a national system (Jones, 1996).

A summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the RTM follow:

Strengths;

• reliable detailed data at regional level for visitor numbers and visitor nights
by origin and other characteristics,

• includes day trips,
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• covers all ages,

• provides a total picture for region or state from one source,

• uses consistent concepts and definitions and

• measures changes from period to period.

Weaknesses;

• expensive,

• complex and

• inability to add many questions without adverse effects.

The RTM was adopted by Tourism Victoria and the WATC, however, it proved
complex and expensive. Combined with the impending implementation of the
NVS which would provide some detailed regional data, the RTM was
discontinued in both states.

Case Study—Victorian Regional Travel and Tourism
Survey

Michael Hauser (Tourism Victoria)

The Victorian Regional Travel and Tourism Survey (VRTTS) was initiated by
Tourism Victoria to provide more detailed information on tourism at a regional
level in Victoria. Prior to the survey, the main sources of regional tourism
information used by Tourism Victoria were the IVS, DTM and STA. The DTM
provided top level visitation figures for regions but did not include enough detail
on visitation behaviour or expenditure levels. The STA provides detailed
information on accommodation indicators at a regional level.

Survey Objectives

Tourism Victoria required a survey to collect visitor numbers and travel
behaviour information for use by tourism operators, investors, developers,
consultants, students and government. The survey was limited to a calendar year
snapshot, rather than an ongoing monitor type survey to assess the survey
process and reliability. It was based on a modified version of the RTM designed
by the BTR.

The survey was designed to collect overnight and day trip visitation figures on
intrastate, interstate and international visitors for a full year. The design also
required collection of survey data from commercial establishments and
households to ensure VFR and intrastate tourism was included in the data.

Method of Collection

The survey data were collected from self completion questionnaires at two main
sources; commercial accommodation establishments and households
throughout Victoria.
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Commercial Accommodation Collection

Part of the survey collection was conducted through selected accommodation
establishments throughout Victoria including hotels, motels, guest houses, B&Bs,
caravan parks and hostels. Rooms in each establishment were randomly selected
each day. Two surveys were initially left in the room for visitors to complete. The
first questionnaire was filled in immediately on the trip so far and the second was
completed at the end of the trip. This methodology was altered later in the
survey collection period. In an attempt to improve response rates visitors were
handed the survey personally by the proprietor.

Household Collection

The second part of the survey collection was conducted through randomly
selected households throughout Victoria. Each household was provided with a
set of questionnaires to record any overnight or day trips taken in Victoria during
the survey period by household members. A second set of questionnaires was
provided to be distributed to any visiting friends or relatives staying overnight at
the household.

Data Analysis

Weighting
The survey data were weighted to estimate overnight travel undertaken by
Victorian residents, interstate and international visitors. The weighting was
required to allow for the expected number of times the respondent was selected
in the commercial accommodation, household panel or household guest sector
during the year.

An adjustment factor was also calculated to take into account the difference
between the weighted estimate of nights in commercial accommodation and the
estimate of nights calculated from a separate survey as part of the survey process.

Reporting
Final data were presented in tabular form and published in reports for each
region and the state. A CD-ROM was also produced providing detailed access to
the VRTTS data via a database.

Survey Evaluation

The survey produced a detailed and comprehensive set of data on regional travel
throughout Victoria for the 1995 calendar year. The information has been used
extensively by the tourism industry, developers and within government. Until the
NVS comes online it will remain the primary source of regional travel
information in Victoria.

A number of key points were taken from the survey process:
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• Face to face interviewing is preferable to self completion questionnaires in
terms of increasing response rates.

• Measuring the whole trip effect was a useful exercise delivering detailed data
down to a regional level. However it proved to be a difficult task, requiring
complex weighting structures and data sets.

• The destination based survey provided an extra level of detail at a regional
level allowing in depth analysis of visitation activity within and between
regions. However this method is more costly and meant that the data were
not directly comparable with other states and regions. The importance of
comparability and benchmarking between states is increasingly important
and will be aided to some degree by the NVS.

Case Study—The Queensland Regional Tourism
Activity Monitor

Chris Hankin (Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation)

The QTTC sees the provision of timely and accurate data on the health of the
tourism industry in regional areas of Queensland as extremely important.
Tourism operators, state and local governments, investors, developers and the
general public constantly require reliable, up to date information for the smaller
regional and sub-regional locales not provided for in the IVS or NVS.
Beginning with the 1998 September quarter, the QTTC has been piloting a
programme in Northern Queensland that has the potential to solve this problem.
This has been dubbed RTAM, the (Queensland) Regional Tourism Activity
Monitor. There are two components to the RTAM;

• the continuous tracking of visitor activity and

• periodic visitor profiling.

The two part strategy of the RTAM is needed as the tracking of visitor numbers,
nights and expenditure needs to be continuous but visitor profiles change more
slowly.

The first component of RTAM, the continuous tracking of visitor activity, works
through a system of business surveys. Instead of trying to estimate the total
number of people in any one area through a visitor survey, a process which
generates enormous costs and/or high sample error when applied to sub-regions,
the RTAM works by collecting and reporting a number of key indicators on the
business performance of tourism operators. Key indicators can be anything, but
normally include measures such as hotel occupancy rates, visits to attractions,
people on tours, etc. Only the very important, most strategic indicators are
selected – the RTAM tracking is not a comprehensive profiling exercise. The
QTTC sees the resulting sub-regional information as more timely, industry
specific and having no conventional error estimates – the larger the industry
participation the more valid the results will be.
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The second component of RTAM, that of visitor profiling, operates through
occasional, detailed visitor surveys on a region/sub-region basis. These will cover
a range of issues including visitor demographics, their motivations and decision
making, destination image and positioning, the appeal of attractions and visitor
satisfaction. The RTAM profiling exercises will be different from the current sub-
regional approach of visitor profiling in that there will be considerable
commonality in content and method between areas.

The QTTC has many visitor profiling studies underway, the first one under the
direction of an RTAM is being designed to be implemented in a North
Queensland region. This will rely heavily on previous works for direction and
method of implementation. The results of the current RTAM projects are
expected to be made available in late 1998.

Case Study—South Australian Indicator of Tourism
Business Activity

Richard Trembath Research

In South Australia tourism business activity at the regional level is monitored
primarily on the basis of the major statistical collections. These collections are
subject, however, to a number of weaknesses when applied at the regional level.
To address the need for more reliable indicators of regional tourism business
activity that will supplement existing measures, the South Australian Tourism
Commission (SATC) commissioned a study in 1995 with the following objectives:

• To develop methodologies to enable a measure to be made of tourism
business activity for each of the nine tourism marketing board (TMB)
regions in South Australia which complement information available through
existing collections;

• To determine the resources required within each region to implement the
methodology developed.

In order to determine the data items that would be most useful for measuring
and monitoring tourism business activity, representatives of the TMB’s were
contacted and asked to suggest information items that could be used to monitor
activity within their regions. Data items suggested included vehicle counts, ferry
traffic, fuel sales, wine sales, attendance at visitor attractions such as national
parks and wineries, attendance at festivals and events, attendance at tourist
information centres, accommodation occupancy, buses and tour groups.
Measures available to demonstrate to the local community the value and extent
of the tourism industry were identified as important, hence the inclusion of sales
figures. The usefulness of the data from these sources were tested against several
criteria including reliability of the collection procedures, validity
(representativeness) and commercial sensitivity.
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As a result of the research, data items best matching the availability of existing
data and the needs of each region were identified. Most data items were available
on a quarterly basis at no cost (unless otherwise indicated) and lag times were
generally within four weeks for most items (again unless otherwise indicated).
The recommendations for two regions, Adelaide Hills/Fleurieu and Eyre
Peninsula respectively, are listed in Tables 2 and 3 below. The recommended
data items were selected to reflect tourism business activity and were not
designed to measure visitor numbers. Collection of data from accommodation
establishments was avoided due to problems associated with non response and
establishments rotating in and out of a reporting sample.

Table 2: Indicators of Tourism Activity for Adelaide Hills/
Fleurieu Tourism Marketing Board

Data Item Source Comments

TIC – Victor Harbor SATC Data item is ‘total
enquiries’ as per quarterly
summary sheet.

TIC – Hahndorf SATC

TIC – McLaren Vale Wine
Centre

SATC

Birdwood Mill Birdwood Mill

Cleland Wildlife Park DENR Data broken down by
school groups, coach
groups, independents.

Urimbirra Wildlife Park Urimbirra Wildlife Park

Road Count – Noarlunga
5km N Victor Harbor

DOT

Road Count – Noarlunga
1km S Myponga

DOT

Guest Nights – STA SATC Lag time is three months
from the end of each
quarter.

The Adelaide Hills and Fleurieu regions contain a number of attractions that can
provide information that will supplement the other indicators of tourism
business activity. Day trip information is particularly important for this area. It is
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difficult to identify attractions for the Eyre Peninsula for which attendance data is
currently available.

Table 3: Indicators of Tourism Activity for Eyre Peninsula Tourism
Association

Data Item Source Comments

TIC – Whyalla SATC Data item is ‘total enquiries’
as per quarterly summary
sheet, includes Steelworks
tour.

TIC – Port Lincoln SATC As above

Eyre Parks Pass and
camping permits

DENR – Port Lincoln Camping permits are more
likely to reflect activity by
visitors from outside the
region. The Eyre Parks Pass is
more likely to be used by
locals requiring regular
access to the park.

Road Count – Eyre
Highway – 4km E Kimba

DOT

RC – Lincoln Highway 4km
N Port Lincoln

DOT

Guest Nights – STA SATC Lag time is three months
from the end of each
quarter.

A method of calculating a single index of tourism business activity using a
predetermined weighting system was calculated and programmed into a
spreadsheet which would automatically calculate the index. A method for
adjusting for seasonal variation was included. This spreadsheet is provided to the
TMB’s as part of the output of the project. The index (or composite indicator) is
a single number that is computed from a range of data items and is used to
reflect changes over time. It works similarly to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). A
method of adjusting for seasonal variation is also provided.

At the most basic level, raw counts for the information items representing each
region can be reported and compared with the counts for the immediately
preceding quarter and the equivalent quarter for the preceding year. An
aggregate indicator or index number should also be calculated to provide a
composite measure of tourism business activity for the region. The index should
be reported as an unadjusted and seasonally adjusted series with percentage
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change from the previous quarter and from the equivalent quarter in the
previous year.

An Indicator of Tourism Business Activity based on this approach is currently
being undertaken for Eyre Peninsula Tourism Association, in addition to the
Tourism Barometer Survey similar to that described below for Adelaide and
Kangaroo Island.

Case Study—Adelaide and Kangaroo Island Tourism
Barometer Surveys

Pauline Coates (South Australian Tourism Commission)

Since 1991, the South Australian Tourism Commission has undertaken a
‘barometer’ type survey of tourism operators in the Adelaide (CBD) and
Kangaroo Island regions of South Australia. The survey is essentially a qualitative
survey aimed at providing a timely indicator of tourism activity. It aims to tap
industry knowledge through structured interviews designed to collect
information of an anecdotal nature and is intended to complement other
quantitative sources.

The objectives of the barometer are to obtain a quick and timely indicator of the
level and nature of current activity in the industry; an assessment of the
operator’s expectations about the future outlook for their business; and insights
into factors that operators see as affecting the tourism industry. It provides a
means by which operator views on their industry sector and its performance can
be recorded. The reporting of the information is based on analysis and
interpretation of the views expressed by operators.

The barometer is based on qualitative data gathered through structured
telephone interviews with selected operators. Respondents are selected through a
non random stratified sample. Key sectors or categories within the tourism
industry are identified from a database of operators in the region. A
representative sample of potential participants is then chosen through judgement
selection based on local knowledge. Prospective respondents are initially
contacted by telephone to establish their support and encourage participation.
They are sent a letter explaining the principle of the survey, a copy of the
questionnaire and a form providing advice on their willingness to participate.
The categories and sample are regularly reviewed to take into account changes in
the market place and emerging sectors.

The barometer survey is conducted quarterly with around 20 participants in both
the Adelaide and Kangaroo Island regions. Respondents are phoned and
encouraged to provide the information via a telephone interview. In some cases
a questionnaire is forwarded for them to fax back. The survey comprises a set of
ten core questions. Occasionally additional questions regarding specific topical
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issues are added. Recent examples of these include the impact of a new ferry
service to Kangaroo Island and the impact of the ‘Asian crisis’.

A key to the successful operation of the survey is the rapport established between
the respondents and the interviewer. The quality and depth of the information
provided relies on this rapport and trust built up over time, so those responding
are confident that confidentiality is respected. An additional benefit of this
approach is that respondents can be more readily contacted in out of survey
periods to elicit their views on particular issues.

The strengths of this approach are that the survey is quick, easy to manage, uses
limited resources and can be conducted ‘in  house’. The survey provides a
general indication of industry performance; expectations of future performance;
identification of emerging issues; a reality check compared to some of the more
resource intensive quantitative surveys and timely feedback, enabling immediate
response to significant issues. The survey adds value and depth of understanding
to quantitative measures of tourism activity.

Case Study—Gold Coast Tourism Monitor

Bill Faulkner (Griffith University)

The Gold Coast Tourism Monitor is a joint initiative of the Gold Coast Tourism
Bureau (GCTB) and Griffith University’s Centre for Tourism and Hotel
Management Research. The Monitor’s fundamental objective is to provide timely
indicators of changes in levels of tourism activity within the region. Logistical
and resource constraints have meant that the monitor has initially focused on
movement in the international market, as indicated through usage of commercial
accommodation. Changing needs of the industry have resulted in the monitor
being expanded to cover golf course usage and, more recently, the convention
sector.

Tourist Accommodation Sector

• Scope – 20 major hotels

• 30% of establishments but 90% of room capacity

• Expansion to major apartment establishments under review

• Focusing on international markets accounting for 75% of international
markets in hotels with facilities

• Response rate 80–90%

• Monthly reporting within two or three weeks of reference period

• Data Output

– Room nights

– Guest nights

– Average length of stay
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– % change re corresponding month in previous year/previous month

– 15 country of origin/domestic markets

Golf Course Monitor

• Scope – eight major courses (25% of Gold Coast courses)

• Monthly reporting within 2 weeks of reference period

• Data output

– Player rounds

– Member/non member

– Domestic/international visitors

– Average fee

Convention Sector Performance

• Commenced in August 1998

• All 23 participants invited to contribute

• Early indications suggest 70% of these can provide data for convention
sector room nights on an aggregate basis (ie. no origin breakdown)

• Data Output

– Total convention room nights

– Proportion of all room nights accounted for by convention sector

– Average taking ($) per convention room night

The major challenges encountered in the implementation of the Gold Coast
Tourism Monitor have included; keeping the faith of participating operators,
maintaining response rates, achieving timely responses, recognising the
limitations of the data collected and meeting changing needs.

Case Study—Tourism Holiday Coast Regional Tourism
Monitor

Willem Oostdyck and Paul Reynolds (Southern Cross University,
Coffs Harbour)

The Holiday Coast region is situated in northern NSW and comprises Coffs
Harbour, Bellingen and Nambucca Shires. The three local government areas
offer distinctive tourism attractions including many natural and man made
attractions. In general, the community has positive opinions about tourism.
Recent intended developments such as the upgrade of the Coffs Harbour Airport
have raised some concerns about planning for future tourism facilities and the
potential for adverse impact on lifestyles and the surrounding environment.

The Holiday Coast Regional Tourism Organisation (RTO), Tourism Holiday
Coast Inc, initiated this project by seeking funding from Tourism NSW to
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establish an accurate and reliable database to measure tourist numbers and types
in the three shires. The rationale for the Tourism Holiday Coast Tourism Monitor
was in direct response to objective 3.2 (2) of the Holiday Coast’s Regional
Tourism Plan:

• To develop an effective regional tourism research monitor and market
research programme;

• Establish an accurate and reliable database to measure tourist numbers and
types and for trend analysis;

• To conduct the survey at regular intervals for three years;

• To aggregate and display results in a manner which is easy to assimilate and
absorb and is useful to the clientele of Tourism Holiday Coast Inc;

• To present the findings in a manner ready for publication; and

• In conjunction with Tourism Holiday Coast, hold seminars to explain the
findings and their implications to the clientele of Tourism Holiday Coast
Inc.

Methodology

The monitor identifies the behaviour, intentions, attitudes, awareness and
motivations of visitors to the Holiday Coast Region. To ensure validity, all
categories of the accommodation sector are surveyed including motels, caravan
sites, bed and breakfast establishments, hotels, resorts, backpacker hostels and
apartments.

The project was not designed to cover the Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR)
sector staying in private accommodation.

A structured questionnaire was designed for data collection. The target
population consisted of 147 accommodation houses with some 5500 rooms,
which represents all accommodation categories in the region. All
accommodation houses were contacted prior to the survey period to ascertain
the number of rooms in each property. Each property was then sent a sufficient
number of survey forms to cover 20% of all occupied rooms during the survey
period. A total of 4000 survey forms were sent out for the 1997 period.

Throughout the year the Holiday Coast is prone to shifting visitation patterns.
The survey targets the peak holiday periods (January, April, July and October) to
cover changing clientele and patterns of visitation to the region. Some questions
seek to determine demographic characteristics of visitors with the main aim
being to establish a regional visitor profile.

To date the project team has submitted five reports including an annual report.
Several problems have been experienced during various stages of the project,
including:

• Questionnaire design – the initial questionnaire was too long.
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• Data collection – from the 4000 surveys distributed the response rate was
only 22% for the 1997 period. It was difficult to ascertain that operators had
actually delivered the surveys to 20% of their occupied rooms.

• Feedback and communication arising from the changing composition of
the RTO Board and Executive.

TARDIS

Krishna Hamal (Bureau of Tourism Research)

The Tourist Accommodation Regional Demand, Investment and Supply Model
(TARDIS) is a model designed by Access Economics for the Tourism Forecasting
Council to develop regional forecasts of supply and demand for commercial
accommodation across Australia. The model provides forecasts of occupancy
rates, room rates, supply of new accommodation and rates of return on
investment for all capital cities (except Brisbane) and for several regional tourism
areas such as Alice Springs, Kangaroo Island, the Eyre Peninsula, the Kimberleys
and the Pilbara/Gascoyne.

A theoretically sound approach to forecasting regional demand for tourist
accommodation is to estimate a regional model of tourist accommodation
underlying both supply and demand structures of the accommodation sector
and use the estimated model to forecast equilibrium price, demand and supply
of tourist accommodation. However, the approach is not feasible in many
countries, mainly due to the lack of supply side data at regional level. As a result,
regional forecasts of tourist accommodation demand are frequently developed
using demand side parameters only. Such forecasts are likely to incorporate a
relatively high forecasting error, as they do not incorporate the effect of a change
in the supply of accommodation on its price and thereby on demand. In the case
of a short supply situation, a rise in demand for tourist accommodation will
increase the price of accommodation. This means that the rate of return in the
accommodation sector will rise and it will attract investment into the sector.
Correspondingly, the existing level of accommodation supply will rise. If new
supply of accommodation exceeds the existing demand for accommodation,
then the existing price of accommodation is more likely to go down. Thus these
interlinkages between demand, supply and price of accommodation suggest that
both demand and supply side parameters are essential to develop meaningful
forecasts of tourism accommodation. Fortunately, data required to estimate
supply side parameters at the regional level are available in Australia. Hence, it is
feasible to develop a model like the TARDIS.

The TARDIS is a time series econometric model based on quarterly tourism data.
In this model, demand is driven by national income, the price of
accommodation, prices in competing destinations and for competing
establishments, seasonal factors and special events. Demand is disaggregated by
region, by standard of accommodation where applicable and by source country
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or State of the visitor. Source categories are Japan, North America, New Zealand,
UK and Ireland, other Europe, other Asia, all other international and the eight
states and territories of Australia.

The TARDIS is also capable of doing scenario analysis on supply and demand
parameters, prices and quantities of demand and supply and local factors. It
provides the means to analyse the influence of changes in the values of
parameters and/or variables on regional demand, supply and price of
accommodation.

Hotel Measure

Colleen Gilbert (HMAA NSW)

The Hotel Motel and Accommodation Association (HMAA) is launching a new
strategic statistical data bank on 23 November, 1998.  Data are entered by
individual member establishments via the internet and aggregated results can be
accessed by members and subscribers to the site. Searches will be able to be
conducted on occupancy and room rates for any given area by postcode or for
selected star ratings. Hotel Measure is not designed to replace the STA figures
provided by the ABS but rather to complement them, especially for
establishments excluded from the STA scope. It can be used as a mechanism to
observe current trends.
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Towards a Consistent
National Approach

The tourism industry and governments need data that are accurate, reliable,
timely, affordable, relevant, consistent across regional boundaries and
comparable with national data if the potential contribution of tourism to
regional economic and social development is to realised. Some data on regional
tourism activity are provided by the national statistical collections, in particular
the National Visitor Survey, International Visitor Survey and Survey of Tourist
Accommodation. For many regions of Australia the NVS and IVS provide reliable
data on number of visitors, number of visitor nights, type of accommodation
used and annual estimates of visitor expenditure for both the domestic and
international markets. The STA provides high quality regional data on the supply
of commercial accommodation (with at least 15 rooms) and accommodation
demand, takings and employment.

The national surveys provide valuable data on regional tourism activity.
However, only a limited range of data items will be available at the regional level
and up to twenty of the eighty four tourism regions will not have reliable data on
tourism activity from the NVS and IVS because of sampling errors. Many tourism
operators and industry organisations across the country have identified a need
for specific regional collections to supplement the national tourism data and
provide a more detailed understanding of regional tourism activity. For many
operators, accurate and timely local information is more important than
understanding national or state trends. This requires destination based surveys in
the regions to supplement the national origin based surveys.

The case studies presented in this paper provide clear evidence of the diversity of
approaches that have been employed to monitor regional tourism activity. They
include qualitative and quantitative approaches, cover a range of different
respondent/target groups and utilise different data items, collection frequencies
and collection techniques. Outputs vary markedly in terms of accuracy,
reliability, consistency with national collections and cost.

Developing a consistent national approach to regional data collection is
complicated by the differing needs of potential end users. Different users have
different data requirements. It is possible to classify the different types of data
required by tourism operators in the following ways;

• market – data relating to inbound, outbound, domestic, overnight or day
trip tourists and non travellers;
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• sector or industry – data relating to the particular sector or industry focus
stakeholders have,

• function – data relating to the broad type of activity stakeholders engage in
(eg. policy development needs differ from marketing needs);

• geographic – data relating to specific states, territories, regions or other
small areas;

• temporal – data relating to the timing of tourism activity.
Even users who require similar types of data may differ in the level of detail and
accuracy required in a data set and the items to be covered. Responding to the
differing needs of end users is further complicated by cost factors. Users must
trade off their desire to maximise the timeliness and accuracy of data with the
necessity to minimise costs.

There are models available to help deal with these complexities. For example,
the ABS Framework for Australian Tourism Statistics provides a model of
common data needs and typical measures based on three classifications –
consumer, product and supplier (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Model of Common Data Needs and Typical Measures
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The ABS Framework also provides standards for tourism statistics concepts,
definitions and classifications for use by users and collectors. It conforms with
the international standards developed by the World Tourism Organisation and is
now used by the ABS and BTR. There must also be consistency in geographical
boundaries so that areas are mutually exclusive and do not overlap if
comparison between regions is to be achieved. The regional classification in
Appendix 3 incorporates both the regions of the BTR and the statistical local
areas used by the ABS.

Even with agreed standards and frameworks, the diversity of data needs in
Australia's tourism regions is unlikely to be met by a single, standardised regional
tourism monitor. Some years ago an attempt by the BTR to develop a national
approach to the provision of regional tourism statistics failed because of the
complexity and expense involved in trying to satisfy these diverse needs. The way
forward seems to lie in development of a series of data collection 'modules'
designed to address different data requirements at different levels of cost and
complexity, utilising a common conceptual framework. Regional operators and
organisations could apply the modules appropriate to their specific needs with
outcomes that would be consistent and comparable across regional boundaries.

Further work will be required by those involved in regional tourism, as well as
interested government agencies, if the goal of a consistent national approach to
the collection of regional tourism statistics is to be realised. Hopefully this paper
will raise awareness of the importance of ongoing action in this area and provide
a stimulus for further work towards a consistent national approach.
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Regional Tourism Statistics
Workshop

Summary of Proceedings

Introduction and Objectives

Gary Prosser
Centre for Regional Tourism Research

The value of regional tourism and its important role in the economic and social development of
regional Australia is now widely recognised by both industry and government. Yet our
understanding of regional tourism activity is incomplete because the major statistical collections
on tourism in Australia are limited in their application at the regional level. As a result, various
organisations at state, regional and local level are conducting their own research to fill the gaps.

The Regional Tourism Statistics Workshop will evaluate the current national tourism surveys; offer
perspectives on what is needed at the regional level; present a series of case studies of regional
tourism monitors currently operating in different parts of Australia; and provide a forum to
discuss the development of a consistent national approach to the collection of regional tourism
statistics.

The objectives of the workshop are to:

1. Evaluate the coverage of regional tourism activity provided by current tourism collections;

2. Identify data needed by regional tourism operators and industry associations;

3. Present case studies of existing regional tourism monitors;

4. Assess the desirability and feasibility of a consistent national approach to regional tourism
statistics.

Professor Gary Prosser is Head of the School of Tourism and Hospitality Management at
Southern Cross University and is Director of the Centre for Regional Tourism Research. He has
extensive private sector experience and has managed tourism planning and research projects in
locations throughout Australia, Asia and the Pacific over the last twenty years. Gary is actively
involved in research, consulting and industry affairs.

National and International Visitor Surveys

Graham Bonnett
Bureau of Tourism Research

Implications for the Regions

Graham’s presentation relates to the International Visitor Survey (IVS) and the National Visitor
Survey (NVS)—the two major ongoing tourism surveys conducted by the Bureau of Tourism
Research (BTR). He will comment on aspects of the surveys which place some limitations on the
production of reliable regional data.
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Graham will also give a broad description of BTR work currently underway to develop a
modelling process to produce reliable tourism expenditure data for all Australian tourism regions.

Graham Bonnett is Manager of Surveys at the Bureau of Tourism Research.

Survey of Tourist Accommodation

Sheridan Roberts and David Martyn
Australian Bureau of Statistics

Sheridan Roberts and David Martyn will present the purpose and objectives of the ABS Survey of
Tourist Accommodation (STA) including how STA data are used and who the main users are.
They will look at the current scope of the STA and discuss its strengths and weaknesses. Output
available from the STA and current publication program will also be addressed.

Sheridan Roberts is the Director of Transport and Tourism Statistics in the Canberra office of the
Australian Bureau of Statistics. She joined the ABS in 1979 and has worked in a range of areas in
economic statistics. Sheridan has qualifications in statistics, accountancy and biology. Since 1995,
she has been responsible for the ABS transport and tourism collections and, more generally,
statistical issues and developments in those areas.

David Martyn is the Assistant Director of Tourism in the Queensland office of the Australian
Bureau of Statistics. Since joining the ABS in 1974, David has worked in the ABS Sydney,
Canberra, Perth and the Brisbane offices spanning a wide range of statistical subject matter,
primarily involving data collection and client servicing activities. Since June 1998, He has been in
charge of the ABS Tourism National Processing Centre which is responsible for conducting the
Survey of Tourist Accommodation and other tourism-related service industries surveys.

State Agency Perspective

Noel Scott
Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation

The Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation has been actively involved in the collection of
tourism statistics in Queensland and development of survey methodologies to supplement national
tourism collections. Noel’s presentation will address the need for regional data and the importance
of regional tourism monitors in Queensland.

Noel Scott is the Strategic Services Manager for the Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation,
where he has worked for five years. In his position, Noel is responsible for tourism statistical data
collection in Queensland; communicating information to the tourism industry through “Trends”,
the internet and other media; collection of market intelligence; market research projects; and the
integration of this data into ‘strategy’. He is currently the Queensland representative of the
Australian Tourism Research Committee.

Local and Regional Tourism Association Perspective

Lee Eyre
Tweed and Coolangatta Tourism Incorporated

Tweed Heads (the main town in the sub region of Tweed) and Coolangatta are twin towns that
span the New South Wales and Queensland border. As a result, what is a single destination region
from a visitor, and therefore marketing, perspective is divided into two separate regions in
different states. This poses many challenges for Tweed and Coolangatta, not the least being
accessing and amalgamating regional tourism statistics. Lee presents an interesting and unusual
view shared by only several areas in Australia.
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Lee Eyre is the Chair of Tweed and Coolangatta Tourism Inc, better known as TACTIC, which is a
membership organisation formed to promote the cross border region of Tweed and Coolangatta.
In 1994 she was appointed by the NSW Minister for Regional Development to the Northern Rivers
Regional Development Board as representative for the Tweed and the tourism industry. Since that
appointment Lee has also represented the NRRDB on the Northern Rivers Tropical NSW Regional
Tourism Organisation board of directors. Lee has been involved directly in the tourism industry in
her family company operating cruises on the Tweed River and also publishing local visitor guides
since 1986.

Large Operator Perspective

Julian Bugledich and Julie Garrow
Southern Pacific Hotel Corporation

The SPHC Group currently operates 69 hotels in 13 countries in the Pacific/Asia region. The
Group has invested in the development of new hotels across Australia and New  Zealand and has
researched the potential demand for additional accommodation in regional areas. However,
without the availability of key data within potential regions, it becomes very difficult to make
informed decisions about new developments and it is common for regions to be overlooked due
to the lack of information. Julian and Julie's presentation outlines the types of information
required for their feasibility studies, sources of information they currently utilise and what are, for
them, the most common gaps in regional data

Julian Bugledich is the Project Director of Travelodge Developments for the SPHC Group. He is
involved in the development of Travelodge throughout Australia and New Zealand, assessing site
potential for all major centres in both countries for the construction of new Travelodge hotels.
Julian has been with SPHC for 27 years in hotel operations, development and construction.

Julie Garrow is the Market Information Manager for the SPHC Group. She conducts feasibility
studies for new hotel developments, assists hotels in the Group with market research and helps
Corporate Office with research into market segments. Prior to her work at SPHC, Julie was a
management consultant with KPMG in the tourism and leisure consulting division.

Small Operator Perspective

Liz Jack
Complete Marketing Solutions

Regional tourism in Australia is characterised by numerous small scale businesses. Like all small
businesses, their needs are often different to larger organisations but effective management and
marketing practices must still be based on the results of reliable research. Liz identifies the needs
of small tourism operators and the gaps that exist in current statistical collections from their
perspective.

Liz Jack is the principal of Complete Marketing Solutions and has consulted to the Western
Australian Tourism Commission, regional tourism associations and small tourism related
businesses throughout regional Western Australia for the past ten years. Complete Marketing
Solutions is the first tourism consultant in Western Australia to be accredited under the Tourism
Council’s Quality Assurance Process.
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TARDIS Forecasting Model

Krishna Hamal
Bureau of Tourism Research

The Tourist Accommodation Regional Demand, Investment and Supply Model (TARDIS) is a
model designed by Access Economics for the Tourism Forecasting Council to develop regional
forecasts of supply and demand for commercial accommodation across Australia. The model
provides forecasts of occupancy rates, room rates, supply of new accommodation, and rates of
return on investment for all capital cities (except Brisbane) and for several regional tourism areas.
Krishna’s presentation examines the basis of the approach that was taken to develop the model
and the capabilities of the system.

Krishna Hamal is the Principal Research Economist for the Bureau of Tourism Research in
Canberra. His main responsibility is to undertake forecasting work for the Tourism Forecasting
Council. Krishna has a M.Ec. degree from the University of New England, Armidale and a Ph.D.
degree from the University of Alberta, Canada.

Case Study – Northern Territory Travel Monitor

Adam Meltz
ACNielsen

The Northern Territory Travel Monitor (NTTM) conducted by ACNielsen Research on behalf of
the Northern Territory Travel Commission is currently the largest and most complex regional
tourism survey operating in Australia. The NTTM has run continuously since 1984, although in
1994 it underwent significant methodological change. Adam’s presentation provides a detailed
background and overview of the survey and discusses some of the design and logistical strategies
that have been adopted to ensure its continued success in providing timely, accurate and relevant
data in an increasingly competitive domestic and international travel market.

Adam Meltz is a Research Executive in the government and social research division of ACNielsen
(formerly AGB McNair) Sydney. He is senior project manager of the Northern Territory Travel
Monitor as well as co-managing the National Visitor Survey. Adam has also been involved in the
conduct of travel surveys for Qantas and British Airways as well as the International Visitor
Survey.

Case Study – Victorian Regional Travel and Tourism Survey

Michael Hauser
Tourism Victoria

The Victorian Regional Travel and Tourism Survey (VRTTS) was initiated by Tourism Victoria to
provide more detailed information on tourism at a regional level in Victoria. Tourism Victoria
required a survey to collect visitor numbers and travel behaviour information for use by tourism
operators, investors, developers, consultants, students and Government. The survey was limited to a
calendar year snapshot, rather than an ongoing monitor type survey to assess the survey process
and reliability. Michael discusses the methodology of the survey and a number of key points that
were taken from the process.

Michael Hauser is a senior market analyst in the Strategic Marketing and Research Branch at
Tourism Victoria. He managed the Victorian Regional Travel and Tourism Survey project and is
currently working on the international brand positioning for Victoria.
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Case Study – Tasmanian Visitor and Intrastate Travel Surveys

Amanda Walsh
Tourism Tasmania

Tourism Tasmania obtains regional statistics from two sources, the Tasmanian Visitor Survey
(TVS) and the Tasmanian Intrastate Travel Survey (ITS). Both of these surveys are conducted in-
house with technical consultancy provided by the ABS. Amanda outlines the objectives, scope and
methodology of both the surveys and identifies the users of the data.

Amanda Walsh began working for Tourism Tasmania in a temporary capacity in 1993 as an
interviewer. She was appointed permanently as a research analyst in 1995. More recently Amanda
has been acting manager of the Market Research Section.

Case Study – Queensland Regional Tourism Activity Monitor

Chris Hankin
Queensland Travel and Tourist Corporation

Chris discusses the continuous need to track visitor numbers, nights and expenditure yet only
intermittently monitor changes in visitor profiles. He presents how this can be done using the new
programme being piloted by the QTTC known as the Queensland Regional Tourism Activity
Monitor (RTAM). The visitor tracking system is being piloted in the Townsville area and there are
many visitor profiling studies underway, the first one under the direction of an RTAM is being
designed to be implemented in a North Queensland region.

Chris Hankin is employed by the Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation as a research
analyst, where he focuses on regional studies. He has previously worked for Tourism Tasmania
and has a Bachelor of Science (Honours) from the University of Tasmania.

Case Study – Gold Coast Tourism Monitor

Professor Bill Faulkner
Griffith University

The Gold Coast Tourism Monitor is a joint initiative of the Gold Coast Tourism Bureau (GCTB)
and Griffith University’s Centre for Tourism and Hotel Management Research. The Monitor’s
fundamental objective is to provide timely indicators of changes in levels of tourism activity within
the region. Logistical and resource constraints have meant that the monitor has initially focused
on movement in the international market, as indicated through usage of commercial
accommodation. Changing needs of the industry have resulted in the monitor being expanded to
cover golf course usage and the convention sector more recently. Professor Faulkner’s
presentation looks at all three components of the Monitor and the considerations and challenges
of conducting regional tourism monitors.

Professor Bill Faulkner is Director of the Centre for Tourism and Hotel Management Research,
Griffith University and also the Coordinator of Program 3 of the Cooperative Research Centre for
Sustainable Tourism. Prior to taking up his position at Griffith University he was the founding
Director of the Bureau of Tourism Research. Professor Faulkner has held senior tourism policy
positions in the Australian federal administration and entered the tourism field after an earlier
career in urban transport planning research. As well as playing a role in the development of
tourism data systems in Australia, he has contributed to the development of similar systems in
several Pacific island countries. Professor Faulkner has also served as the chairman of the
Australian Tourism Research Committee and is on the editorial board of several international
tourism journals. His present research interests include, among others, tourism demand analysis
and forecasting and systems for monitoring tourism demand.
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Case Study – Tourism Holiday Coast Regional Tourism Monitor

Willem Oostdyck and Associate Professor Paul Reynolds
Southern Cross University, Coffs Harbour

This case study presents information on the development of a regional tourism monitor for
Tourism Holiday Coast which incorporates the geographical areas of Coffs Harbour, Bellingen
and Nambucca Shires. Willem and Paul discuss the rationale and methodology of the project and
examine the problems experienced during the development and implementation phases of the
study.

Willem Oostdyck has an industry background in hotel/resort and food and beverage
management. He joined the School of Tourism & Hospitality Management at Southern Cross
University’s Coffs Harbour Campus in 1994 where he lectures across several of the School’s
academic programs. Willem has held previous lecturing positions at other Australian educational
institutions. His present research centres on the completion of the Tourism Monitor for the
Holiday Coast Region in NSW and he is currently completing his studies in the Master of
International Hotel Management.

Paul Reynolds is currently Associate Professor at Southern Cross University’s Coffs Harbour
Campus. Paul has over 16 years experience in the tourism and hospitality field in both South East
Asia and Australia and has lectured in quality improvement, service industry management and
cross cultural management for 8 years. Research interests include the Tourism Monitor for the
Holiday Coast, customer motivation, expectations and satisfaction in the tourism process, value
chain assessment in tourism and management processes that are effective in different cultures.

Case Study – Adelaide and Kangaroo Island Barometer Surveys

Pauline Coates
South Australian Tourism Commission

Since 1991, the South Australian Tourism Commission has undertaken a ‘barometer’ type survey
of tourism operators in the Adelaide (CBD) and Kangaroo Island regions of South Australia. The
survey, which is qualitative, provides a general indication of industry performance; expectations of
future performance; identification of emerging issues; a reality check against some of the more
resource intensive quantitative surveys and timely feedback, enabling immediate response to
significant issues. The survey adds value and depth of understanding to quantitative measures of
tourism activity. Most of all, Pauline’s presentation will demonstrate that it is quick, easy to
manage, uses limited resources and can be conducted ‘in-house’.

Pauline Coates has a background in research and economics spanning many years. As a Senior
Research Officer in the South Australian Tourism Commission, Pauline has been involved in
tourism research and the collection of regional tourism statistics over the past ten years.
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Workshop Delegates

Mr Richard Adams
Tweed Shire Council
Phone: 02 6672 0422
Email: tweedparks@bigpond.com

Mr Keith Baker
Tourism New South Wales
Phone: 02 9931 1485
Email: kbaker@tourism.nsw.gov.au

Mr Murat Bayari
Tourism New South Wales
Phone: 02 9931 1457
Email: mbayari@tourism.nsw.gov.au

Ms Leigh Bignell
Warner Village Theme Parks
Phone: 07 5573 8372
Email: leighb@movieworld.com.au

Mr Graham Bonnett
Bureau of Tourism Research
Phone: 02 6213 6936
Email: gbonnett@dist.gov.au

Ms Dianne Bourke
Transport and Tourism Section – ABS
Phone: 02 6252 6348
Email: dianne.bourke@abs.gov.au

Mr Richard Bramley
Bramley Tourism Analysts Pty Ltd
Phone: 07 3371 8411

Mrs Ann Brown
University of Western Syndey –

Macarthur
Phone: 02 4620 3580
Email: ab.brown@uws.edu.au

Mr Julian Bugledich
SPHC Group
Phone: 02 9935 8332

Mr Anthony Burrell
Dubbo City Development Corporation
Phone: 02 6884 7400
Email: dubboctye@dubbo.com.au

Mrs Merran Butler
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Phone: 02 9268 4194
Email: m.butler@abs.gov.au

Mr Tars Bylhouwer
Port Stephens Tourism
Phone: 02 4981 1579
Email: tops@hunterlink.net.au

Ms Suzanne Clark
Tourism New South Wales
Phone: 02 9931 1459
Email: sclark@tourism.nsw.gov.au

Ms Sue Clifford-Loomes
Southern Cross University
Phone: 02 6620 3354
Email: scliffor@scu.edu.au

Ms Pauline Coates
South Australian Tourism Commission
Phone: 08 8303 2321
Email:

Coates.pauline@sangou.sa.gov.au

Ms Claire Conroy
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Phone: 08 8237 7368
Email: claire.conroy@abs.gov.au
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Mr Mick Crawley
Great Lakes Tourism
Phone: 02 6554 8799

Ms Jodi Daniel
AHA (NSW)
Phone: 02 9281 6922

Prof Terry De Lacy
CRC for Sustainable Tourism, Griffith

University, Gold Coast
Phone: 07 5594 5172
Email: t.delacy@gu.edu.au

Ms Ros Derrett
Southern Cross University
Phone: 02 6620 3150
Email: rderrett@scu.edu.au

Mrs Lynne Dore
La Trobe University
Phone: 03 9479 1343
Email: l.dore@latrobe.edu.au

Ms Ngaire Douglas
Southern Cross University
Phone: 02 6620 3212
Email: ndouglas@scu.edu.au

Miss Paula Drayton
Colliers Jardine
Phone: 02 9257 0260
Email: Paula_Drayton@cj-group.com

Mr Rodney Eve
Knight Frank Expotel
Phone: 02 9239 2754
Email:

rodney.eve@krugofrank.com.au

Mrs Lee Eyre
Northern Rivers Regional Dev’t Board
Phone: 07 55242422

Professor Bill Faulkner
CRC Tourism
Phone: 07 55 94 8735
Email: B.Faulkner@gu.edu.au

Ms Joanne Fentiman
American Express
Phone: 02 9271 2966

Mr Martin Fluker
Victoria University of Technology
Phone: 03 9216 8121
Email: martinfluker@wt.edu.au

Mr Lawrence Franklin
Tourism New South Wales
Phone: 02 9931 1461
Email: lfranklin@tourism.nsw.gov.au

Mr Paul Fraser
Phone: 02 9807 6664

Dr Warwick Frost
Australian Centre for Tourism &

Hospitality
Phone: 03 9606 2301
Email: warwick@mars.eu.rmit.edu.au

Ms Julie Garrow
SPHC Group
Phone: 02 9935 8406
Email: garrowj@sphc.com.au

Mrs Colleen Gilbert
NSW Hotel Motel and Accommodation

Assoc.
Phone: 02 9437 6685
Email: cgilbert@hotel.org.au

Mrs Jane Gregory
Yann Campbell Horse Wheeler
Phone: 02 9927 0009
Email: jane.gregory@ychw.com.au

Mr Daniel Gschwind
Tourism Council Australia
Phone: 07 3229 1088
Email: tcaqld@one.net.au

Mr Krishna Hamal
Bureau of Tourism Research
Phone: 02 6213 6936
Email: HamalK@dist.gov.au
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Mr Chris Hankin
Qld Tourist and Travel Corporation
Phone: 07 3406 5259

Mr Rodney Harrex
Australian Tourist Commission
Phone: 02 9361 1330
Email: rharrex@atc.gov.au

Ms Ann-Maree Harris
Hastings Council
Phone: 02 65 818 000
Email: vicpm.@midcoast.com.au

Mr John Hart
Tourism Training NSW
Phone: 02 9439 3299
Email: ttnsw@fl.com.au

Miss Susan Harvey
Tour-N-U Pty Ltd
Phone: 02 9566 4656
Email: glr@accsoft.com.au

Mr Michael Hauser
Tourism Victoria
Phone: 03 9653 9757
Email: michael.hauser@dsd.vic.gov.au

Mr Alan Hines
Kimberley Tourism
Phone: 08 9193 6660
Email: KIMBTOUR@tpgi.com.au

Ms Shannon Holborn
Warner Village Theme Parks
Phone: 07 5573 8407
Email:

shannonh@movieworld.com.au

Mr Brian Holding
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Phone: 03 6222 5971
Email: brianholding@abs.gov.au

Mr Luke Houghton
SKM Economics
Phone: 02 9928 2144
Email: lhoughton@skm.com.au

Ms Stephanie Hunt
Centre for Regional Tourism Research
Phone: 02 6620 3920
Email: shunt@scu.edu.au

Ms Liz Jack
Complete Marketing Solutions
Phone: 08 9791 1939
Email: cms@highway1.com.au

Ms Leanne Johnson
Bureau of Tourism Research
Phone: 02 6213 6947
Email: johnson.leanne@dist.gov.au

Mr Ian Knowd
University of Western Sydney –

Hawkesbury
Phone: 02 4570 1562
Email: I.KNOWD@uws.edu.au

Mrs Marilyn Lucas
Brigidine College
Phone: 02 9488 9644

Ms Niki Macionis
University of Canberra – Tourism

Programme
Phone: 02 6201 2465
Email:

nxm@comserver.canberra.edu.au

Mr Gus Maher
Hunter Valley Wine Country Tourism
Phone: 02 4990 4477
Email: info@wincountry.com.au

Ms Lyn Malligan
NT Tourist Commission
Phone: 02 9361 3744
Email: lynette.malligan@bigpond.com
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Mr David Martyn
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Phone: 07 3222 6118
Email: david.martyn@abs.gov.au

Ms Kylie Matheson
SPHC Group
Phone: 02 9935 8308
Email: mathesonk@sphc.com.au

Mr Adam Meltz
ACNielsen
Phone: 02 9911 7363
Email: AMeltz@acnielsen.com.au

Mr Stewart Moore
National Cent for Studies in Travel &

Tourism
Phone: 07 3846 1444

Mrs Ruth Morris
Tourism New SouthWales
Phone: 02 9931 1481
Email: rmorris@tourism.nsw.gov.au

Ms Lesley Morris
Cessnock City Council
Phone: 02 4991 0367
Email:

lesley.morris@cessnock.nsw.gov.au

Ms Trudy Morrison
Meetings Industry Assn of Australia
Phone: 02 9904 9922
Email: miaa@rhythmnet.com.au

Ms Sue Muloin
The Hunter Valley Research

Foundation
Phone: 02 4969 4566
Email: lurf@hunterlink.net.au

Mr Peter O’Clery
CRC for Sustainable Tourism
Phone: 07 5594 8172
Email: poclery@interact.net.au

Mr Willem Oostdyck
Southern Cross Unviersity
Phone: 02 6659 3109
Email: woostdyc@chec.scu.edu.au

Ms Lisa Payne
Country Victoria Tourism Council
Phone: 03 9650 8399
Email: cvtc@interspace.com.au

Mr Michael Pearlman
Centre for Tourism – University of

Ballarat
Phone: 03 5327 9436
Email: m.pearlman@ballarat.edu.au

Mr Tom Phillips
Shoalhaven Tourism Board
Phone: 02 4429 3248
Email:

PHILLIPS@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au

Ms Mary Pinosa
AHA (NSW)
Phone: 02 9281 6922

Prof Gary Prosser
Southern Cross University
Phone: 02 6620 3920
Email: gprosser@scu.edu.au

Mr Paul Prout
Tropical NSW Tourism
Phone: 02 6681 4197
Email: nrrto@nor.com.au

Mr Steven Quek
Office of National Tourism
Phone: 02 6213 7693
Email: stevenq@dist.gov.au

Ms Trish Redman
The Hotel School
Phone: 02 9240 1330
Email: tredman@scu.edu.au
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Assoc Prof Paul Reynolds
Southern Cross University
Phone: 02 6659 3108
Email: preynold@chec.scu.edu.au

Mr Brent Ritchie
University of Canberra
Phone: 02 6201 1647

Ms Sheridan Roberts
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Phone: 02 6252 6068
Email: sheridan.roberts@abs.gov.au

Mr Greg Roberts
Cooma Tourism
Phone: 02 6450 1742
Email: cvc@snowy.net.au

Dr Peter Robins
Bureau of Tourism Research
Phone: 02 6213 7125
Email: probins@dist.gov.au

Mr Frank Ryan
Hunter Regional Tourism Organisation
Phone: 02 4929 1900
Email: frank@hunter.region.org.au

Mr Noel Scott
Qld Tourist and Travel Corporation
Phone: 07 3406 5382
Email: scottn@qttc.com.au

Ms Jacinta Sheahan
American Express
Phone: 02 9271 2357
Email: Jacinta.M.Sheahan@a.exp.com

Mr Don Shearman
International College of Tourism &

Hotel Mgt
Phone: 02 9977 0333
Email: dshearman@icthm.edu.au

Mr Antony Skinner
Queensland Treasury
Phone: 07 3225 8230
Email:

antony.skinner@treasury.qld.gov.au

Mr David Taylor
Southern Cross University
Phone: 02 6620 3920

Mr Peter Teschner
Tourism Holiday Coast
Phone: 02 6651 7766
Email: tourism@coffscoast.com.au

Mr Stuart Toplis
Geelong Otway Tourism
Phone: 03 5223 2588
Email: got@greatoceanrd.org.au

Ms Maria Valercov
RAS of NSW
Phone: 02 9704 1141
Email: www.showground.com.au

Ms Joy Walker
Tourism Mid North Coast
Phone: 02 6552 6792
Email: tmnc@midcoast.com.au

Mrs Amanda Walsh
Tourism Tasmania
Phone: 03 6230 8162
Email: awalsh@tourism.tas.gov.au

Mrs Gaye Watson
Merici College
Phone: 02 6243 4100

Mr Alan Wattman
Hunter Valley Wine Country Tourism
Phone: 02 4990 4477
Email: info@winecountry.com.au
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Mr John Wilkinson
NSW Parliamentary Library
Phone: 02 9230 2006
Email: jwilkin@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Mr Guy Woods
Department of The Parliamentary

Library
Phone: 02 6277 2698
Email: guy.woods@aph.gov.au
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Comparison of BTR Regions and ABS
Statistical Local Areas



 



Concordance between BTR’s Tourism Regions and the Australian Standard
Geographic Classification (Statistical Local Areas)

Note:  The 1995 version of the ASGC has been used for all
States/Territories, except Victoria where the 1996 version has been used.)

REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

New South Wales

SOUTH COAST
Bega Valley SYDNEY (Cont.)
Eurobodalla North Sydney
Shoalhaven Ryde
Jervis Bay Territory Willoughby

Hornsby
ILLAWARRA Ku-ring-gai

Kiama Manly
Shellharbour Pittwater
Wollongong Warringah
Wingecarribee Wollondilly

Hawkesbury
SYDNEY

Botany SNOWY MOUNTAINS
Leichhardt Bombala
Marrickville Cooma-Monaro
South Sydney Snowy River
Sydney - Inner
Sydney - Remainder CAPITAL COUNTRY
Randwick Queanbeyan
Waverley Boorowa
Woollahra Crookwell
Hurstville Goulburn
Kogarah Gunning
Rockdale Harden
Sutherland Shire Mulwaree
Bankstown Tallaganda
Canterbury Yarrowlumla
Fairfield Yass
Liverpool Young
Camden
Campbelltown MURRAY
Ashfield Albury
Burwood Hume
Concord Corowa
Drummoyne Culcairn
Strathfield Holbrook
Auburn Urana
Holroyd Berrigan
Parramatta Conargo
Penrith Deniliquin
Baulkham Hills Jerilderie
Blacktown Murray
Hunter's Hill Wakool
Lane Cove Windouran
Mosman
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

New South Wales (Cont.)

RIVERINA
Coolamon HUNTER (Cont.)
Cootamundra Scone
Gundagai Singleton
Junee
Lockhart MID NORTH COAST
Narrandera Greater Taree
Temora Hastings
Tumbarumba Kempsey
Tumut Gloucester
Wagga Wagga Great Lakes
Carrathool
Griffith HOLIDAY COAST
Hay Bellingen
Leeton Coffs Harbour
Murrumbidgee Nambucca

CENTRAL WEST NORTHERN RIVERS
Bathurst Copmanhurst
Blayney - Pt A Grafton
Cabonne - Pt A Maclean
Evans - Pt A Nymboida
Orange Ulmarra
Blayney - Pt B Tweed - Pt A
Cabonne - Pt B Ballina
Evans - Pt B Byron
Rylstone Casino
Bland Kyogle
Cabonne - Pt C Lismore
Cowra Richmond River
Forbes Tweed - Pt B
Lachlan
Parkes NEW ENGLAND/NORTH WEST
Weddin Barraba
Coolah Bingara
Coonabarabran Gunnedah
Coonamble Inverell - Pt A
Dubbo Manilla
Gilgandra Nundle
Mudgee Walgett
Narromine Parry
Warren Quirindi
Wellington Tamworth

Yallaroi
HUNTER Armidale

Cessnock Dumaresq
Lake Macquarie Glen Innes
Maitland Guyra
Newcastle - Inner Inverell - Pt B
Newcastle - Remainder Severn
Port Stephens Tenterfield
Dungog Uralla
Merriwa Walcha
Murrurundi Moree Plains
Muswellbrook Narrabri
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

New South Wales (Cont.)

OUTBACK
Bogan
Bourke CENTRAL COAST
Brewarrina Gosford
Cobar Wyong
Broken Hill
Central Darling BLUE MOUNTAINS
Unincorp. Far West Blue Mountains
Balranald Greater Lithgow
Wentworth Oberon

Victoria (see  Note * at end)

MALLEE
Gannawarra
Mildura - Pt A WESTERN (Cont.)
Mildura - Pt B Golden Plains - North-West
Swan Hill - Central Golden Plains - South-East
Swan Hill - Robinvale Moyne - North-East
Swan Hill - Bal Moyne - North-West

Moyne - South
WIMMERA Surf Coast - East

Buloke - North Surf Coast - West
Buloke - South Warrnambool
Hindmarsh
Yarriambiack - North GEELONG
Yarriambiack - South Bellarine - Inner

Corio - Inner
WESTERN GRAMPIANS Geelong

Horsham - Central Geelong West
Horsham Bal Newtown
South Grampians - Hamilton South Barwon - Inner
South Grampians - Wannon Greater Geelong - Pt B
South Grampians Bal Greater Geelong - Pt C
West Wimmera Queenscliffe

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS BENDIGO LODDON
Ararat C. Goldfields - Maryborough
N. Grampians - St Arnaud C. Goldfields Bal
N. Grampians - Stawell Greater Bendigo - Central

Greater Bendigo - Eaglehawk
WESTERN Greater Bendigo - Inne

Colac-Otway - Colac Greater Bendigo - Inner North
Colac-Otway - North Greater Bendigo - Inner West
Colac-Otway - South Greater Bendigo - Inner West
Corangamite - North Greater Bendigo - S'saye
Corangamite - South Greater Bendigo - Pt B
Glenelg - Heywood Loddon - North
Glenelg - North Loddon - South
Glenelg - Portland Mount Alexander - Castlemaine
Lady Julia Percy Island Mount Alexander Bal
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Victoria (Cont.)

SPA COUNTRY
Hepburn - East GOULBURN (Cont.)
Hepburn - West Mitchell - North

Mitchell - South
BALLARAT Strathbogie

Ballarat - Central
Ballarat - Inner North HIGH COUNTRY
Ballarat - North Alpine - East
Ballarat - South Alpine - West
Pyrenees - North Delatite - Benalla
Pyrenees - South Delatite - North

Delatite - South
MACEDON Wangaratta - Central

Macedon Ranges - Kyneton Wangaratta - North
Macedon Ranges - Romsey Wangaratta - South
Macedon Ranges Bal
Moorabool - Ballan MURRAY EAST
Moorabool - West Indigo - Pt A

Indigo - Pt B
PENINSULA Towong - Pt A

Frankston - East Towong - Pt B
Frankston - West Wodonga
Mornington Peninsula - East
Mornington Peninsula - South LAKES
Mornington Peninsula - West E. Gippsland -Bairnsdale

E. Gippsland - Orbost
UPPER YARRA E. Gippsland - South-West

Murrinidindi - East E. Gippsland - Bal
Murrindindi - West
Yarra Ranges - Pt B GIPPSLAND

Baw Baw - Pt A
MELBOURNE EAST Baw Baw - Pt B East

Cardinia - North Baw Baw - Pt B West
Cardinia - Pakenham La Trobe - Moe
Cardinia - South La Trobe - Morwell
Nillumbik- South La Trobe - Traralgon
Nillumbik- South-West La Trobe Bal
Nillumbik - Bal South Gippsland - Central
Yarra Ranges - Central South Gippsland - East
Yarra Ranges - North South Gippsland - West
Yarra Ranges - South-West Wellington - Alberton

Wellington - Avon
CENTRAL MURRAY Wellington - Maffra

Campaspe- Echuca Wellington - Rosedale
Campaspe- Kyabram Wellington - Sale
Campaspe- Rochester Yallourn Works Area
Campaspe- South Bass Strait Islands
Moira
Moira PHILLIP ISLAND

Bass Coast - Phillip Island
GOULBURN, Bass Coast Bal

Greater Shepparton- Pt A French Island
Greater Shepparton - Pt B East
Greater Shepparton - Pt B West
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Victoria (Cont.)

MELBOURNE,
Brimbank - Sunshine
Casey - Berwick MELBOURNE (Cont.)
Casey - South Melton - East
Darebin - Northcote Melton Bal
Darebin - Preston Monash - South-West
Glen Eira- Caulfield Monash - Waverley East
Glen Eira- South Monash - Waverley West
Gr. Dandenong - Dandenong Moonee Valley - Essendon
Gr. Dandenong Bal Moonee Valley - West
Hobsons Bay - Altona Moreland - Brunswick
Hobsons Bay - Williamstown Moreland - Coburg
Hume- Broadmeadows Moreland - North
Hume- Craigieburn Port Phillip - St Kilda
Hume- Sunbury Port Phillip - West
Kingston - North Stonnington - Prahran
Kingston - South Stonnington - Malvern
Knox Whitehorse - Box Hill
Manningham Whitehorse - Nunawading W.
Maribyrnong Whitehorse - Nunawading E.
Maroondah - Croydon Whittlesea
Maroondah - Ringwood Wyndham
Melbourne- Inner Yarra - North
Melbourne- Remainder Yarra - Richmond

Queensland

GOLD COAST GOLD COAST (Cont.)
Arundel Gold Coast PtB Bal
Ashmore Helensvale
Beaudesert - Pt B Hollywell
Beaudesert Bal in BSD Hope Island
Beenleigh Kerrydale-Stephens
Benowa Labrador
Bethania-Waterford Main Beach-Broadwater
Biggera Waters Mermaid Beach
Bilinga Mermaid Waters
Broadbeach Miami
Broadbeach Waters Mudgeeraba
Bundall Mt Warren Park
Burleigh Heads Nerang
Burleigh Waters Oxenford
Carrara-Merrimac Palm Beach
Coolangatta Paradise Point
Coombabah Parkwood
Currumbin Robina-Clear Island Waters
Currumbin Waters Runaway Bay
Eagleby Southport
Edens Landing-Holmview Surfers Paradise
Elanora Tugun
Ernest-Molendinar Windaroo-Bannockburn
Gold Coast Bal in BSD Worongary-Tallai
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Queensland (Cont.)

BRISBANE BRISBANE (Cont.)
Acacia Ridge Coorparoo
Albany Creek Corinda
Albion Daisy Hill-Priestdale
Alderley Darra-Sumner
Alexandra Hills Deagon
Algester Doolandella-Forest Lake
Annerley Durack
Anstead Dutton Park
Arana Hills East Brisbane
Archerfield Eight Mile Plains
Ascot Ellen Grove
Ashgrove Enoggera
Aspley Everton Hills
Bald Hills Everton Park
Balmoral Fairfield
Banyo Ferny Grove
Bardon Ferny Hills
Bellbowrie Fig Tree Pocket
Belmont-Mackenzie Fortitude Valley - Inner
Berrinba-Karawatha Fortitude Valley - Remainder
Birkdale Geebung
Boondall Graceville
Bowen Hills Grange
Bracken Ridge Greenbank - Pt A
Bray Park Greenbank - Pt B
Bridgeman Downs Greenslopes
Brighton Gumdale
Brookfield (incl. Mt C'tha) Hamilton
Browns Plains Hawthorne
Bulimba Hemmant-Lytton
Burbank Hendra
Caboolture - Pt A Herston
Caboolture - Pt B Highgate Hill
Calamvale Holland Park
Camp Hill Holland Park West
Cannon Hill Inala
Capalaba Indooroopilly
Capalaba West Jamboree Heights
Carbrook-Cornubia Jindalee
Carina Kallangur
Carina Heights Kangaroo Point
Carindale Kedron
Carseldine Kelvin Grove
Chandler Kenmore
Chapel Hill Kenmore Hills
Chelmer Keperra
Chermside Kingston
Chermside West Kuraby
City - Inner (Brisbane) Lawnton
City - Remainder (Brisbane) LoganBal
Clayfield Loganholme
Cleveland Loganlea
Coopers Plains Lota
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Queensland (Cont.)

BRISBANE (Cont.)
Lutwyche BRISBANE (Cont.)
MacGregor Sheldon-Mt Cotton
Manly Sherwood
Manly West Slacks Creek
Mansfield South Brisbane
Marsden Spring Hill
McDowall Springwood
Middle Park St Lucia
Milton Stafford
Mitchelton Stafford Heights
Moggill Strathpine
Moorooka Stretton
Moreton Island Sunnybank
Morningside Sunnybank Hills
Mount Gravatt Taigum-Fitzgibbon
Mount Gravatt East Tanah Merah
Mount Ommaney Taringa
Murarrie Tarragindi
Nathan The Gap (incl. Enoggera Res.)
New Farm Thorneside
Newmarket Thornlands
Newstead Tingalpa
Norman Park Toowong
Northgate Underwood
Nudgee Upper Brookfield
Nudgee Beach Upper Kedron
Nundah Upper Mount Gravatt
Ormiston Victoria Point
Oxley Virginia
Paddington Wacol
Pallara-Heathwood-Larapinta Wakerley
Parkinson-Drewvale Waterford West
Petrie Wavell Heights
Pine Rivers Bal Wellington Point
Pinjarra Hills West End (Brisbane)
Pinkenba-Eagle Farm Westlake
Pullenvale Willawong
Ransome Wilston
Red Hill Windsor
Redcliffe Wishart
Redland (S) Bal Woodridge
Redland Bay Woolloongabba
Richlands Wooloowin
Riverhills Wynnum
Robertson Wynnum West
Rochedale Yeerongpilly
Rochedale South Yeronga
Rocklea Zillmere
Runcorn
Salisbury
Sandgate
Seventeen Mile Rocks
Shailer Park
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Queensland (Cont.)

SUNSHINE COAST DARLING DOWNS (Cont.)
Caloundra - Pt A Taroom
Caloundra - Pt B Toowoomba
Maroochy - Pt A Waggamba
Maroochy - Pt B Wambo
Noosa - Pt A Warwick - Central
Noosa - Pt B Warwick - East

Warwick - North
HERVEY BAY/MARYBOROUGH Warwick - West

Cooloola (Excl Gympie)
Cooloola Gympie only BUNDABERG
Hervey Bay Biggenden
Kilkivan Bundaberg
Kingaroy Burnett - Pt A
Maryborough Burnett - Pt B
Murgon Eidsvold
Nanango Gayndah
Tiaro Isis
Wondai Kolan
Woocoo Monto

Mundubbera
Perry

BRISBANE VALLEY & HINTERLAND
Boonah 
Esk FITZROY
Ipswich - East Banana
Ipswich - Central Bauhinia
Ipswich - North Calliope - Pt A
Ipswich - South-West Calliope - Pt B
Ipswich - West Duaringa
Gatton Emerald
Kilcoy Fitzroy - Pt A
Laidley Fitzroy - Pt B
Carole Park Gladstone
Moreton Bal in BSD - Nth Jericho
Moreton Bal in BSD - Sth Livingstone
Moreton - Pt B Miriam Vale

Mount Morgan
DARLING DOWNS Peak Downs

Cambooya Rockhampton
Chinchilla
Clifton MACKAY
Crow's Nest Belyando
Dalby Broadsound
Goondiwindi Mirani
Inglewood Nebo
Jondaryan Sarina
Millmerran Mackay - Pt B
Murilla Mackay - Pt A
Pittsworth
Rosalie WHITSUNDAYS
Stanthorpe Whitsunday
Tara
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Queensland (Cont.)

NORTHERN
Aitkenvale
Bowen
Burdekin OUTBACK
Charters Towers Aramac
City (Townsville) Balonne
Cranbrook Barcaldine
Currajong Barcoo
Dalrymple Bendemere
Douglas Blackall
Garbutt Booringa
Gulliver Boulia
Heatley Bulloo
Hermit Park Bungil
Hinchinbrook Burke
Hyde Park-Mysterton Carpentaria
Kelso Cloncurry
Mt Louisa-Mt St John-Bohle Diamantina
Mundingburra Flinders
Murray Ilfracombe
North Ward-Castle Hill Isisford
Oonoonba-Idalia-Cluden Longreach
Pallarenda-Shelley Beach McKinlay
Pimlico Mornington
Railway Estate Mount Isa
Rosslea Murweh
Rowes Bay-Belgian Gardens Paroo
South Townsville Quilpie
Stuart-Roseneath Richmond
Thuringowa - Pt A Bal Roma
Thuringowa - Pt B Tambo
Townsville - Pt B Unincorp. Islands
Vincent Warroo
West End (Townsville) Winton
Wulguru
Magnetic Island GREAT BARRIER REEF

No SLAs.  Islands are also included
TROPICAL NORTH QUEENSLAND in mainland SLAs.

Atherton
Aurukun
Cairns - Pt A
Cairns - Pt B
Cardwell
Cook (excl. Weipa)
Cook - Weipa only
Croydon
Douglas
Eacham
Etheridge
Herberton
Johnstone
Mareeba
Torres
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

South Australia

SOUTH EAST
Lacepede
Lucindale ADELAIDE (Cont.)
Naracoorte Payneham
Naracoorte Prospect
Robe St Peters
Tatiara Stirling
Beachport Unley
Millicent Walkerville
Mount Gambier Brighton
Mount Gambier Glenelg
Penola Happy Valley
Port MacDonnell Marion

Mitcham
MURRAYLANDS Noarlunga

Coonalpyn Downs Willunga
Karoonda-East Murray Mount Barker
Lameroo Onkaparinga
Mannum Gumeracha
Meningie
Morgan BAROSSA VALLEY
Murray Bridge Angaston
Peake Barossa
Pinnaroo Light
Ridley-Truro Mount Pleasant
Unincorp. Murray Mallee Tanunda

FLEURIEU PENINSULA RIVERLAND
Port Elliot & Goolwa Barmera
Strathalbyn Berri
Victor Harbor Browns Well
Yankalilla Loxton

Paringa
ADELAIDE Renmark

Elizabeth Waikerie
Enfield - Pt A Unincorp. Riverland
Gawler
Munno Para MID NORTH
Salisbury Blyth-Snowtown
Tea Tree Gully Burra Burra
Enfield - Pt B Clare
Henley & Grange Eudunda
Hindmarsh and Woodville Kapunda
Port Adelaide Mallala
Thebarton Riverton
West Torrens Robertstown
Unincorp. Western Saddleworth & Auburn
Adelaide Spalding
Burnside Wakefield Plains
Campbelltown Hallett
East Torrens Jamestown
Kensington & Norwood Rocky River
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

South Australia (Cont.)

FLINDERS RANGES
Orroroo
Peterborough EYRE PENINSULA (Cont.)
Peterborough Port Lincoln
Pirie Tumby Bay
Port Pirie Unincorp. Lincoln
Unincorp. Pirie Whyalla
Carrieton Unincorp. Whyalla
Hawker Ceduna
Kanyaka-Quorn Streaky Bay
Mount Remarkable Unincorp. West Coast
Port Augusta
Crystal Brook-Redhill YORKE PENINSULA
Unincorp. Flinders Ranges Bute

Central Yorke Peninsula
FAR NORTH Minlaton

Coober Pedy Northern Yorke Peninsula
Roxby Downs Port Broughton
Unincorp. Far North Wallaroo

Warooka
EYRE PENINSULA Yorketown

Cleve Unincorp. Yorke
Elliston
Franklin Harbor KANGAROO ISLAND
Kimba Dudley
Le Hunte Kingscote
Lower Eyre Peninsula

Western Australia

SOUTH EAST
Esperance
Ravensthorpe MIDWEST (Cont.)

Yalgoo
GOLDFIELDS Carnamah

Dundas Chapman Valley
Coolgardie Coorow
Kalgoorlie/Boulder Geraldton
Laverton Greenough
Leonora Irwin
Menzies Mingenew
Ngaanyatjarraku Morawa

Mullewa
MIDWEST Northampton

Cue Perenjori
Meekatharra Three Springs
Mount Magnet
Murchison
Sandstone
Wiluna
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Western Australia (Cont.)

GASCOYNE
Carnarvon PEEL (Cont.)
Exmouth Mandurah
Shark Bay Murray
Upper Gascoyne Waroona

Boddington
PILBARA

East Pilbara SOUTH WEST
Port Hedland Bunbury
Ashburton Cape
Roebourne Collie

Dardanup
KIMBERLEY Donnybrook-Balingup

Halls Creek Harvey
Wyndham-East Kimberley Augusta-Margaret River
Broome Busselton
Derby-West Kimberley Boyup Brook

Bridgetown-Greenbushes
PERTH Manjimup

Cambridge Nannup
Claremont
Cottesloe GREAT SOUTHERN
Mosman Park Broomehill
Nedlands Gnowangerup
Peppermint Grove Jerramungup
Perth - Inner Katanning
Perth - Remainder Kent
Subiaco Kojonup
Victoria Park Tambellup
Vincent Woodanilling
Bassendean Albany
Bayswater Albany
Kalamunda Cranbrook
Mundaring Denmark
Swan Plantagenet
Stirling - Central
Stirling - West WHEATBELT
Stirling - South-Eastern Brookton
Wanneroo Cuballing
Cockburn Dumbleyung
East Fremantle Narrogin
Fremantle - Inner Narrogin
Fremantle - Remainder Pingelly
Kwinana Wagin
Melville Wandering
Rockingham West Arthur
Armadale Wickepin
Belmont Williams
Canning Corrigin
Gosnells Kondinin
South Perth Kulin

Lake Grace
PEEL Chittering

Serpentine-Jarrahdale
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Western Australia (Cont.)

WHEATBELT (Cont.)
Dandaragan
Gingin WHEATBELT (Cont.)
Moora Wongan-Ballidu
Victoria Plains Wyalkatchem
Beverley York
Cunderdin Bruce Rock
Dalwallinu Kellerberrin
Dowerin Merredin
Goomalling Mount Marshall
Koorda Mukinbudin
Northam Narembeen
Northam Nungarin
Quairading Trayning
Tammin Westonia
Toodyay Yilgarn

Tasmania

GREATER HOBART
Brighton
Clarence GREATER LAUNCESTON
Glenorchy George Town - Pt A
Hobart - Inner Launceston - Inner
Hobart - Remainder Launceston - Pt B
Kingborough - Pt A Meander Valley - Pt A
New Norfolk - Pt A Northern Midlands - Pt A
Sorell - Pt A West Tamar - Pt A

SOUTHERN NORTH WEST
Central Highlands Burnie - Pt A
Glamorgan/Spring Bay Burnie - Pt B
Huon Valley Central Coast - Pt A
Kingborough - Pt B Central Coast - Pt B
New Norfolk - Pt B Circular Head
Sorell - Pt B Devonport
Southern Midlands Kentish
Tasman King Island

Latrobe - Pt A
EAST COAST Latrobe - Pt B

Break O'Day Waratah/Wynyard -Pt A
Dorset Waratah/Wynyard -Pt B
Flinders

WEST COAST
NORTHERN West Coast

George Town - Pt B
Launceston - Pt C
Meander Valley - Pt B
Northern Midlands - Pt B
West Tamar - Pt B
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Northern Territory

DARWIN
Alawa
Anula, KAKADU
Brinkin Jabiru
City - Inner South Alligator
Coconut Grove
Fannie Bay ARNHEM
Jingili Bathurst - Melville
Karama East Arnhem - Bal
Larrakeyah Groote Eylandt
Leanyer Nhulunbuy
Lee Point-Leanyer Swamp West Arnhem
Ludmilla
Malak KATHERINE
Marrara Elsey - Bal
Millner Gulf
Moil Katherine
Nakara Victoria
Narrows
Nightcliff TABLELANDS
Parap Tableland
Rapid Creek Tennant Creek
Stuart Park Tennant Creek - Bal
The Gardens
Tiwi PETERMANN
Wagaman Petermann
Wanguri
Winnellie ALICE SPRINGS
Wulagi Alice Springs
City - Remainder
East Arm MACDONNELL
Driver Sandover - Bal
Gray Tanami
Moulden
Woodroffe DALY
Palmerston- Bal Daly
Coomalie
Cox-Finniss
Litchfield - Pt A
Litchfield - Pt B

Australian Capital Territory

CANBERRA
Acton
Ainslie CANBERRA (Cont.)
Barton Campbell
Braddon City
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REGION REGION
Statistical Local Area Statistical Local Area

Australian Capital Territory (Cont.)

CANBERRA (Cont.)
Deakin
Dickson
Downer CANBERRA (Cont.)
Duntroon Pearce
Forrest Phillip
Fyshwick Torrens
Griffith Chapman
Hackett Duffy
Kingston Fisher
Lyneham Holder
Narrabundah Rivett
O'Connor Stirling
Parkes Waramanga
Red Hill Weston
Reid Weston Creek - SSD Bal
Russell Banks
Turner Bonython
Watson Calwell
Yarralumla Chisholm
Aranda Condor
Belconnen Town Centre Fadden
Belconnen - SSD Bal Gilmore
Bruce Gordon
Charnwood Gowrie
Cook Greenway
Dunlop Isabella Plains
Evatt Kambah
Florey Macarthur
Flynn Monash
Fraser Oxley
Giralang Richardson
Hawker Theodore
Higgins Tuggeranong - SSD Bal
Holt Wanniassa
Kaleen Amaroo
Latham Gungahlin
McKellar Hall
Macgregor Harman
Macquarie Hume
Melba Jerrabomberra
Page Kowen
Scullin Majura
Spence Mitchell
Weetangera Ngunnawal
Chifley Nicholls
Curtin Oaks Estate
Farrer Palmerston
Garran Pialligo
Hughes Stromlo
Isaacs Symonston
Lyons Remainder of ACT
Mawson
O'Malley
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Notes

VICTORIA
Note * Murray Outback = Mallee + Wimmera

The Grampians = Western Grampians + Central Highlands
The Great Ocean Road = Western + Geelong

Goldfields = Central Highlands + Bendigo Loddon + Spa Country + Ballarat
Macedon Ranges & Spa Country = Spa Country + Macedon

Bays & Peninsulas = Geelong + Peninsula
Yarra Valley, Dandenongs & The Ranges = Upper Yarra + Melbourne East

Goulburn Murray Waters = Upper Yarra + Central Murray + Goulburn
Legends, Wine & High Country = High Country + Murray East

The Murray = Mallee + Central Murray + Murray East
Lakes & Wilderness = Lakes

Phillip Island & Gippsland Discovery = Gippsland + Phillip Island
Melbourne = Melbourne East + Melbourne
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Acronyms
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Acronyms

ABS Australian Bureau of Statistics

ACT Australian Capital Territory

ASGC Australian Standard Geographical Classification

ATC Australian Tourist Commission

ASCOT Australian Standing Committee on Tourism

BTR Bureau of Tourism Research

CAPI Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing

CAS Commercial Accommodation Survey

CATI Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing

CBD Central Business District

CPI Consumer Price Index

DENR Department of Environment and Natural Resources

DOT Department of Transport

DTES Domestic Tourism Expenditure Survey

DTM Domestic Tourism Monitor

GCTB Gold Coast Tourism Bureau

IVS International Visitor Survey

ITS Intrastate Travel Survey

LGA Local government area

MIS Management Information System

NTTM Northern Territory Travel Monitor

NSW New South Wales

NTTC Northern Territory Tourism Commission

NVS National Visitor Survey

OAD Overseas Arrivals and Departures

QTTC Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation

RTAM Regional Tourism Activity Monitor

RTM Regional Tourism Monitor

RTO Regional Tourism Organisation

SATC South Australian Tourism Commission

SLA Statistical local area
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SPHC Southern Pacific Hotel Corporation

STA Survey of Tourist Accommodation

TARDIS Tourist Accommodation Regional Demand, Investment and
Supply

TIC Tourist Information Centre

TMB Tourism Marketing Board

TOS Telephone Occupancy Survey

TRIPS Travel and Immigration Processing System

TSA Tourism Satellite Accounts

TVS Tasmanian Visitor Survey

VFR Visiting friends and relatives

VRTTS Victorian Regional Travel and Tourism Survey

WATC Western Australian Tourism Commission


